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{The Old man & The Dawn of

Darkness}

In the beginning of the 60s, two

young brothers were living together in

a happy family, side by side with

hope to live forever, and keep their

names….IMMORTAL….

Years passed, they grown up,

had places in wars, life and historic

incidents, Their boys were meant to

be strong, powerful and tough enough

to deserve their names and their

family name…ISAACS…

The Elder one got two children, the

younger got a son and a daughter…
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The elder brother`s sons were destined

to be the strongest of all time, the best

of their kind, and the last of it

too…They were twins, born together in

one day…December 12th 1976, in a

weather showing that the world was

already afraid and rejecting them,

with rain, thunder, and overrated

coldness…
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{The Monster & The Clown}

They had to be called by special

names, they weren`t like humans, or

so was thought, one got the name of

"Victor" and the other was called

"Shawn"…both of them made a

promise to be always there for each

other…no matter what…

At the age of 16, they were

called "The Brothers of Destruction",

because of what they did to their

teacher, who made fun of "Shawn", In

his office they entered and shut the

door tight…after 15 minutes of

screaming, The brothers came out in

front of everyone showing them the
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teacher`s EARS in their hands…After

being suspended from school…their

dad started to try so hard to tell them

how dangerous they are, telling them

"When are you two going to figure it

out, we are not like them, they fear

us, hate us, and envy us, we have to

stay in the Shadows because they

can`t bear our power, they can`t bear

YOUR power".

Their father paid a lot of money to

keep this a secret, the teacher thought

that law will help him, unknowing

the consequences of that move, at the

end, his car burnt down as a

warning, he insisted on what he was

doing, by calling cops, thinking
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they`ll help him, 3 days later that

teacher was found dead in a robbery

incident in his apartment without a

trace to the robber…or the killer…

{Bishop}

2 months later, on March

22nd1992, they were driving well,

learnt on the hands of a very

dangerous man named "Bishop", an

English guy who was said to be a

gang-banger, dangerous enough to

kill anyone in cold blood without

fear of law, his gang was big, and

protected by dangerous people,

business men, politicians, military,
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cops, and even the MI6[1] used to

facilitate his work…dirty

work…Among the years he got a lot of

men working under his command,

criminals or former soldiers in the

government, at that time, it was

under control only in "England" and

"Europe"..

"The Brothers of Destruction"

travelled to "England" and stayed

there for a while, after their father

gave "Bishop" authority to keep his

boys with him, until things get in

control again in "Egypt"…

For "Shawn", or "Joker" as he was

called, it wasn`t too much time to be
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spent with "Bishop"…unlike "Victor",

or "Frankenstein" as he was called, he

used to be a friend to "Bishop",

"Bishop" taught "Frank" everything,

EVERYTHING, like driving, shooting,

opening locked cars and doors, fixing

cars, diving, making bombs out of

anything around him, using any

kind of weapons…no matter how

heavy they are, and other things no

normal criminal knows about.

One year later, on March 23rd

1993, both of "Frankenstein" &

"Joker" have become more dangerous

than ever, they became good

drivers…HELL good…enough to

compete in RACES…The
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"Community"]2] "Bishop" was a part

of, were setting an illegal race of 3

stages:-

1) Regular

2) Advanced

3) Deadly

1) Regular races:- Race around a

track in a special track to every car

(NO crash), all about how good you

are or how good your car is, and how

fast it is…

2) Advanced races:- No special tracks

for cars, everyone gonna have to do

his best to win, crash IS allowed…

3) Deadly races:- NO rules at all,

with tricks in cars [oil pipes, nails &
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pins box, N2O, black smoke, or fuel

with flares] in addition to some

obstacles, like [a hill of sand, ramps,

rocks (small and big), stones &

gravels, burning tires], all of that in

your way.

During all races, there must be

12 competitors, all are best drivers,

but there`s only ONE who must prove

that he`s the Best of all Times…

{The Death of the Clown}

"The Brothers of Destruction"

(B.O.D), were good enough to compete

in such races, but there was one man,

no one could defeat, nobody saw him
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out of the car, ever, with dark glass,

and used to be called "The Assassin",

the "Community" used to put him in

races to get rid of someone, or to make

the competition…ON FIRE…

He used to show up in a "Dodge

Charger R/T 1968" completely

modified, while everyone in "Egypt"

used to have 80s cars…on the "B.O.D"

side, there were a "Renault 12 clone

1970" & "FSO Polonez 1978"…the

"Renault" was driven by "The Joker",

and its color was a mix between

purple & green, and the "Polonez"

was driven by "Frankenstein", and it

was completely black…of course no

names used, just names like (Frank,

Joker,……)…
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"Frankenstein" was good enough to

take out 4 cars, protecting "Joker" and

himself, but he couldn`t defeat "The

Assassin" and for the first time, they

got out equal, no winner…to solve

this, there was a date for a tag team

race, the winner team take the prize

and the cars of the losers…and both

"Frank" and the "Assassin" were made

to choose the teammates…"Frank"-of

course-chose his brother "Joker",

while the "Assassin" chose someone

called "The Crocodile"…he was

driving a Green "Peugeot 504".

The race started by the "Deadly

race" , directly, "Frank" started with

the "Assassin", "Frank" won…"Joker"
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faced the "Crocodile", at the end of

the track, "Crocodile" rushed by

launching the N2O early, "Joker"

waited for 3 seconds and did the

same, "Crocodile`s" N2O started to get

burnt nearly all and "Joker" was that

close to victory, so "Crocodile"

managed and crashed the "Joker`s"

car, throwing him to one of the

ramps, causing the car to roll over on

its roof…"Frank" rushed to the

destroyed car to rescue his brother,

but it was too late to save him or to

move him away from the burning

car …the car exploded in the face of

"Frank" causing him serious burns in

his face, the right side of his face was

completely maimed…from the race
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rules…there must be an assistant to

the driver in every car [except for the

"Assassin"]…"Frank" had one with

him, her name was "Ivy"…she kept

close to "Frank" after the accident…she

loved him, and he loved her…she

made him a special thing after he

refused medical attention, she made

him a metal mask made of

steel…instead of the rubber mask of

"Frankenstein" horror movies mask…

(The Joker`s casket, the one he was

buried in)
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{Dawn of Evolution}

At the beginning of 1993,

(before the accident), "Victor" created

a legendary day, to be inherited to

the generations, when everyone stand

confessing all his work in the past

year, or all his crimes, it was also the

day when he & his old relatives

decided to make "Evolution" a group

of the family members, including

[Frankenstein, Joker, Scorpion,

Scareface, Undertaker, and

Specter]…The original members of

"Evolution"…
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"Scorpion" got married, had

someone to care for, and he travelled

away…"Scareface" decided to retire, on

year 2000 he got married too,

"Undertaker" died in a drive-by…and

"Specter" also got married and had

kids to raise, and of course, "Joker"

was dead too…leaving "Frank"

alone…Before that split of "Evolution",

they did enough bad things together,

hurt some people, caused troubles

everywhere they exist…but "Frank"

had a target to hunt…the "Crocodile",

since the accident…"Frank"

disappeared, but the "Crocodile" was

there…with the help of "Evolution",

"Frank" found way to KILL his

brother`s killer…since that, he
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travelled again to his old friend

"Bishop"…where "Frank" made

surgeries to return his lost face back,

and it happened, only then "Bishop"

knew that he and the "Joker`s" death

created A MONSTER…with no brakes

to stop him, or slow him down…

{The First Job}

It was-like all beginners-a

transporting job, for whatever

package…It just must be closed, all

you have to do, is to deliver the

package to its destination safely…after

some jobs like that, "Bishop" decided

to put "Frank" in a bigger place in the
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"Community", Jobs started to get

harder, bigger, and as more jobs that

pass, it just feels…good…

A 40 year old man called

"Buchinsky", an English man with

no family or friends, loves seeing

people suffering…or dying…that guy

started to deal with "Frank" after

being told what happened with that

(kid)…so he decided to add him to his

crew of thugs…"Frank" started to

become famous in "Egypt", famous

with his power and cold blood, at

that time, "Ivy" showed up again,

joining "Buchinsky`s" clan…
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{Frankenstein`s love}

"Ivy"…or "Eve", her real name…was a

young girl who lost her family in a

car crash in "England", in 1990 she

was just a whore, who sits next to a

driver and help him with the car

tricks, besides dancing, and all

that…later, she was-for some reason-

chosen to join the MI6 special men,

that helped her to be everything she

wanted to be, with no identity or

physical existence…"Ivy" could do and

commit any crime without being

detected…After a lot of work on her

body and skills, "Ivy" could be one of

the most serious people in the
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"Community"…she became capable of

doing anything and everything…She

became a Monster of some kind…she

found "Frank" and was so glad to see

him again, after being thrown away

by the MI6 and forced to work for

"Bishop"…

They worked as a team together,

did a lot of jobs together, killed some

people, stole a lot of precious stuff

from people who can`t be touched

and places with the best security

systems ever…She loved him the way

she told him: "If you live, I live,

wherever you go, I go, whatever you

do, I do, you drive, I drive, you

FIGHT, I FIGHT…and if you died
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"Victor", I`ll die with you,

"Frankenstein""…

{The End of an ERA}

In February 1997, the British

army discovered a substance, they

say, it can regenerate a dead cell that

died with maximum time 10

minutes, a green fluid they called it

the "Green Goo" but its results weren`t

so good, or wasn`t successful, as they

needed a catalyst or a coolant to

solidify the fluid once it reaches the

cells, because each time they tried to

cool it up, it melts and die, killing

the cell with it…so the project was
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shut down for years and

years…"Frank" was told to steel that

thing for them at all costs, using all

resources needed…

A month later, it was done with

no blood shocking everyone using his

girl`s help and some close friends, but

also for the shock, "Frank" hid it

some place no one of them knew

about and from the same very

moment he started to write his own

book…"Frankenstein: Spirit of Love

and Rage", mentioning everything in

it…EVERYTHING…except its place, at

least not directly…and wrote on the

cover "For my little brother`s eyes

only"…
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{The Death & Life of

Frankenstein}

"Frank" finished his legendary

book in 334 pages of facts and quotes

to the young boy…

In January 3rd1994, "The Old

Man" had another boy, also born in

the coldness of winter and its rage by

thunder and rain…he was called

"Mark", but "Frank" saw that the

name that fits him was "Cyclone"…as

another name like his…"Frank" wrote

his book cover after the "Cyclone" was

born…"Frank" wrote it for him…for

"Cyclone"…to let the small little boy
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realize what war he`ll face in the

future…as if he was knowing…"Frank"

at some point thought that this kid is

gonna be like him, or maybe worse…

In 2 weeks of that birth of the

"Cyclone", there was an injured crow

in the balcony, it wasn`t predicted

from a guy like "Frank" to care, but

he did, and helped it when the crow

was okay to fly, it flew away…On the

2nd birthday of "Cyclone", it came to

their balcony again, it felt safe

enough to stand on "Frank`s"

shoulder, and ever since "Frank" was

also named as "The Dead man

Walking" and that crow was his only

friend and pet…
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In the late 1997, "Frank" was

told that the "Green Goo" is not gonna

be important, until it is, he will be

asked for it…It helped to keep things

calm a little bit…and for some time…

In November 23rd 1998,

"Cyclone" was 4 years old, barely

walking, his mom asked him to go

and wake his big brother up…it was

the hardest moment of that child`s

life…"Frank" was still breathing but

heavily, "Frank" was DYING, it was

the end…The kid didn`t realize it, he

did what his big brother told him to

do, "Stay with me", young "Cyclone"

did it, and it was the mistake of his

life…"Frank" DIED, leaving a lot of
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enemies and secrets behind…when

their dad (The Old Man) entered the

room he realized, but it was already

late…”The Old Man” cried in a

hysterical way, never before, never

after…but his words to "Cyclone" lived

and will live with him forever…"You

let "Victor" die, what kind of evil are

you? You should die, not him, you

KILLED him, just like "Maria"…You

are just a curse"…since that, the kid

lost talking for months, until he

talked again in a fight at school, his

first one ever…he locked the a boy`s

head between the wall and the door,

and shut it strongly 3 times causing

cracks in the kid`s skull telling

everyone loudly: "You all don`t
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understand…you are all locked down

here with me in this planet"…And it

was the beginning of a new ERA, the

era of the "Cyclone", and it started too

early…

(The urn that contains Victor`s ashes,

according to his will to burn his

body after death)
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{Frankenstein`s Immortality}

"Mark", or "Cyclone", had 2

uncles, both had boys and girls, after

the death of "Frank" and the

retirement of "Scareface", "Evolution"

was over…

In year 2000, one of those boys,

his name became "Rorschach" by

time…he was 18 years old that

time…he and the other boy, who was

called "Bane" for his strong body,

"Bane" was 15 that time, were like

brothers…But "Rorschach" wanted to

create something big…something that

lives forever…so, thoughts went back
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to the old group …"Evolution", they

represented "Evolution" together for a

long time…

Among the years, people tried to

see what "Frank" wanted to say

through his book, and it was a

mistake…In 2005, "The Old Man"

tried to read some in it, he didn`t

understand, but he made an accident

the next day, car crash…Before it, in

2001, "Frank`s" mom tried to read in

it some, she had a diabetic coma that

needed weeks to rehab…later in 2006,

"Rorschach" found it, tried to read its

first lines, but he understood nothing,

but he wasn`t away from the

curse…he was hit by a car on his way
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to college the next day…only the

young boy "Cyclone" didn`t get

affected by it…giving "The Old Man"

the idea to hide that book somewhere

safe before anyone else gets

hurt…When "The Old Man" said that

to his brother, “Rorschach`s” father,

he just replied telling him: "This

means that he`s still with us

watching his legacy and his living

IMAGE on earth" looking at

"Cyclone"… stating that "Frankenstein"

never die…NEVER…
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{Jacob`s puppets}

During these years from 2004

to 2010, "Rorschach" & "Bane" have

been working for the "Community"

and their men, in exchange to some

favors, the Boss that time was called

"Jacob"…

"Jacob"…a Jewish guy from an

English father & a French mother…a

former police unit, corrupt one…was

told to leave the police and the

country before he got arrested and

"Bishop" helped him out of there…he

was in "France"…changed his name,

and technically has no existence, In a
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short time he collected his crew and

chose his men to use in a lot of places

around the world…Including

"Egypt"…his intelligence and good

negotiating…brought him a lot of

friends & men…

From 2004 to 2006, "Jacob" was

in charge of business for the

"Community" in "Egypt", taking care

of it, destroying any obstacle that

might hurt or damage their business,

by any means necessary…

"Jacob" used to use "Rorschach"

& "Bane" to do things like that, small

things, like delivering cash, drugs,
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special stuff, whatever they are…they

must be all closed packages…Their

sisters were joining too, "Venom" &

"Viper"…helping them with special

stuff…Besides, "Rorschach" was alone

with nothing to fear of or care about,

a 22 year old man starting his life by

power, and so does "Bane", but "Bane"

wasn`t that smart like "Rorschach",

so, "Jacob" was talking to "Rorschach"

always…giving him orders, and

"Rorschach" calls him when a trouble

happens…but like always, nothing is

for free…but with all that,

"Evolution" wasn`t strong enough to

take a life…
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{Frankenstein`s reborn}

In the late 2006…"Jacob" left

"Egypt" to be managed by someone

else…named "Sweet"…That guy, was a

main part in the "Community"

families, one of them, but he likes to

do and see things himself…with his

evil mind, he could kill and cause

death everywhere he went to…(USA,

France, England, Brazil, Mexico,

Italy, Morocco, Japan,…and a lot

other places)…

He kept using "Rorschach", but

with limits because he knows that

asking for more, will cost him an
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operation…more than once he have

been thinking of getting rid of

"Evolution", but "Bishop" stood in his

way always…

Among the years…"Sweet" have

used "Rorschach`s" good knowledge in

communication, hacking into special

calls, tracking special people, and all

that shit…and used "Bane" to be a

some sort of a powerhouse…as

actually…"Bane" was a 5.7 ft. 180 lb.

of muscles…Not that bad…

"Cyclone" was completely out of

all that…he was still a young

boy…until high school…when
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everything changed…for good…for

life…

In the beginning of the first

year of high school…it was still late

2010…he met a girl, normal and

common to him like anyone else…But

he`s like his father…loves

leadership…and like his

brother…loves to be powerful, and

dominating…

He got a lot of enemies and few

friends, just 8 friends who were loyal

to him…his relatives "Evolution" from

2009, started to prepare him to be a

part of "Evolution", and to be also,

the living image of the immortal
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"Frankenstein"…as a try to create a

new…MONSTER…That`s why till late

2010, he became very strong and cold

blooded…which gave him enough

power to control those 8 young thugs,

during the first year of high school

he made his gang…or so was

called…"N.W.O.", with special names

& T-shirts for each member,

"Cyclone" was no longer his name…it

was the first time…He called

himself…"Frankenstein"…
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{WAR # 1}

In January 28th 2011, when the

revolution stroke, No cops, No peace,

thugs everywhere in the streets

robbing & killing people…

"The Old Man" thought that he

was still young and stood with his

son and the other youth in a try to

protect their homes…and it was a

fatal mistake…as a drive-by

happened, took all men standing

dead except one, "The Old Man" who

was saved by his son, taking 3 bullets

in his back and leg…costing the new

"Frank" to fall in a coma for 3
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months, with suspicion of his death,

the only strange thing in this was

that neither "Evolution" nor "N.W.O."

were there to support their

"Frankenstein"…but there was

someone else…someone

unexpected…the girl that he met

during one of his lessons courses, that

angel that cried too much for the

Monster which was between life and

death…Sacrificing everything,

ignoring everyone, just to wait him to

wake up, to see his eyes again, with

tears, fear & prayers…That kind of

unconditioned love, that he always

needed…At some point in the 3rd

month, doctors lost hope, and decided

to raise ventilators off his system…his
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mother, GAVE up on him, and said

"Let him rest"…his father, asked for

more time, but no acceptance from

the doctors…The only one who refused

badly, was that girl, "Hylaria",

refused even by force, she left her

family and stayed next to "Frank" for

5 days…Day & Night…sleeping on

chairs & couch…she never gave up on

the Monster…Because she loved him…
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{WAR # 2}

He…"Frank"…Suddenly woke up,

and all he could see was that

"Angel`s" eyes…"Hylaria"…

For all this time with no

move…It was hard to walk or to move

at all…She never left him, she stayed

with him, helping him, talking to

him, and telling him what he missed

from his lessons or courses…until one

day, the stupid Monster asked her:

"Why are you doing this?"…she

answered…"Because I LOVE you

fool"…It was all he needed to be a

regular human being…again…
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After getting well, he decided to

look for his shooters, hoping that they

were still free, and it was the

beginning of the free fall…

"Frank" called "Rorschach" &

"Bane" to help him, they had nothing

to do but to call

"Buchinsky"…"Buchinsky", an English

man of about 50, no family

mentioned or friends…he got no place

for second chances, and no room for

mistakes…That`s why working with

him, was hard, dangerous…
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In 3 hours…"Buchinsky`s" men

found the shooters…somehow…and

gave them to "Frank" and

"Evolution"…of course…it was logic for

"Frank" to shoot them…they prepared

a piece for him…and the moment

came…"Rorschach" told "Frank": "Once

this happen tonight, there will be no

going back, everything will be

different", it wasn`t the first time for

"Frank" to hear these words…because

the "Angel" told him the same words

"Do whatever you think is right, but

don`t do anything you will regret

later"…She was right…The time

came…and the pistol was given to

"Frank", "Bane" said: "Are you sure

you can do this? And live with it?" to
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"Frank"…he didn`t answer, and SHOT

the 2 thugs in the head…telling

everyone that "Frankenstein" didn`t

die…

{The Immortal Frankenstein}

"Evolution" realized that they

need a third member, who can do

things they can`t do…needed a

Monster with a dead heart…

"The Old Man" knew that "Frank"

isn`t like any other mankind, unique

of some sort…so, he taught him

shooting well, and how to bear all
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kinds of pain, "No matter what

happens, find a way to rise, don`t you

ever fall" "The Old Man" continued

"You are an Isaac"…

The first base, or job, after

learning shooting and driving, was in

"Cairo" somewhere, a package to be

delivered to someplace from some

other place…they were 4 bags, full of

cash from that place they took it

from, to some dangerous people in the

desert…That was in the dawn of

2012…The shock was too hard to

discover that 2 bags were full of

white papers, the guys who should

take their cash didn`t like that,

while actually "Evolution" were just
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transporters, but that wasn`t

enough…they chased them until they

reached the cars when "Frank`s" role

started…after hours of chase and gun

fire, cops caught them, "Evolution"

were found to be victims of an attack

by some thugs…"Rorschach" talked to

"Buchinsky" asking him about what

happened, and why did he do

this…"Buchinsky" told him: "Your job

was to deliver 4 bags, you don`t have

any right to ask what happened or

why…The other real 2 bags are split

by fair to your and their homes,

kid"…The other 2 bags were their

commission for the

job…[their…Evolution].
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"Venom" & "Viper" started to feel

the danger was getting massive, so,

they left "Evolution"…"Rorschach"

loved & married a girl, later had a

little boy…so, he got someone to care

for…unlike before…but he didn`t

retire…

The next job that put "Frank"

deep into the game…was a delivery of

new imported football balls, new

enough that the leather`s smell is still

in it…not inflated…they reached to

the harbor in "Alex" and on the way

to "Cairo" they got ambushed by

"Buchinsky`s" men and taken to their

warehouse, "Evolution" had to take

the goods from that warehouse to
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another in "Matrouh", they did it

unknowing what`s inside the heavy

balls…Whatever, it`s not important for

"Evolution"…because at the end

"Buchinsky" did his part of the deal

which was catching some thugs who

tried and did attacked "Bane" in the

street and it was done for them when

the package reached safely to its

destination…

"Buchinsky" started to watch

"Frank" and one day he asked "Frank"

"What do they call you boy?"…The

Monster said: "Frankenstein",

"Buchinsky" said "You?...You are

Victor Frankenstein`s
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brother?"…"Frank" said "Yeah, I`m his

living image now, I Frankenstein"…

{N W O}

When "Buchinsky" asked for

more serious jobs, he started talking to

"Frank" instead of "Rorschach" but-of

course-"Frank" didn`t have to do

anything unless there were some

motivations…like exposing

"Rorschach`s" family to danger or

"Frank`s" own family, or…"Hylaria"

the "Angel"…So, "Frank" had to find a

crew of trusted guys to help…No one

was better than his old gang…"N.W.O."
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"N.W.O."…"Nothing Worth

Over"…composed of 9 members:

[Frankenstein, Clown, Pachinko,

Blob, Wraith, Hyde, Sabertooth,

Train, 14K]…all are symbolic

names…they were of "Frank`s" age, but

their hearts were dead & cold enough

to take jobs like that…

In summer 2012, there were

some weapons that need to be

delivered to some people in "Giza"

from "Sinai", "Frank" was asked to

make the delivery, no easy task, he

just asked for "Bane" & "N.W.O."…
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The operation started, a truck

full of heavy weapons to be delivered

on the road…"Bane" had his fears

from the cops…while "Frank" was

worried from something else, from an

ambush by thugs…it happened, and

the shipment was ambushed by thugs

for real, they did their best but it

wasn`t enough there were 3 more guys

with them as protection, besides to

the driver, they called "Buchinsky"

and he sent his men, who were

watching them by a chopper, when

the thugs saw the chopper, they

thought they were cops, so, they ran

away in the dark…but the damage

was big…One died, “14K”, and 3

injured, [Wraith, Sabertooth, Train],
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of "N.W.O.", and 2 of the security

members too…3 of the "N.W.O." guys

lost their sane completely, [Clown,

Pachinko, Hyde], and had to go to

special hospitals for mental

treatment, days later, “Train” died in

hospital…it was the END of the

"N.W.O."…since that…some of them

were on drugs and died or got

arrested because of it, and others just,

disappeared…since that time…"Frank"

had to use the mask of the original

"Frankenstein"…the metal mask, to

hide his identity…and his face…
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{WAR # 3}

Spring 2013, "The Old Man"

asked "Frank" to come with him to

someplace, to bring something from

someone there…some place in "Al-

Salam" where thugs live, or some of

them at least…"The Old Man" told

"Frank" to stay in the car, and he

went to ask someone about the

place…unknowing who he was gonna

talk to…the guy was drunk, once he

saw "The Old Man", he raised a knife

to attack him…for the good luck, the

thug`s back was to the car "Frank"

was in…"Frank" didn`t hesitate, he

found a Pepsi glass on the ground in
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a corner…he broke it on the ground

and scratched the thug`s back…taking

"The Old Man" and speeding

away…unknowing if he died or

not…but the hit was enough strong to

kill…

That thug was one of someone`s

boys…they used to call him…"The

Ghost"…a common criminal with a lot

of street rats[3] under his

command…Days later, a phone call

came to "Frank`s" home…Telling "The

Old Man" to be careful and warning

him badly…his son didn`t care to

what may happen to him, but he

cared for "The Old Man`s" fate…So, he

called "The Community`s" man
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"Buchinsky" to take care of it, but he

wasn`t fast enough…The same night,

"Frank" & "Rorschach" were going out

with a friend to "Rorschach"…and a

sudden drive by[4] happened,

"Rorschach" got hit in his back…near

the SPINAL CORD…causing a some

kind of a coma, a temporary one…the

friend died…and "Frank" got a hole

in his shoulder that caused him

permanent pain…Before "Rorschach"

fall down, he told "Frank" : "It`s not

your fault, it`s the world which

throws shit on you…Can you stand?"

After a while of silence "Frank" said:

"Yes, WE can"…and both men fall to

the ground…
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"Whenever I fall, I`ll find a way to

rise again"

{Street Negotiations}

"Buchinsky"…for some

reason…refused to help with

that…giving "The Old Man" no choice

but calling the cops…"Frank" had an

idea but he kept it for the right

time…when the time came to see some

suspects in a show, to identify any of

the shooters or the guy who attacked

"The Old Man" at "Al-Salam"

hood…when that time came…"Frank"

convinced "The Old Man" NOT to

identify them or that thug…"The Old
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Man" didn`t understand, but he

trusted his son and did what he said,

a week later, The "Ghost" called

again…saying that he wanna meet

"The Old Man", "Frank" went alone,

and told "Ghost" what happened and

who saved his men, and saved him

too…because if they fall, they won`t

fall alone, "Ghost" admired the move

& said "Fine, you are above me by

one step...I owe you one favor you

ask"…"Frank" told him "Later…I`ll

need you later"…

On the other hand…from the

beginning of summer 2011 to the

beginning of autumn 2013, "Frank"

and "Angel" were in complete love,
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getting out together, talking every day,

all day, she was his life, and he was

all her life…When it was time to go to

college, he had to go on the same path

of his brother…to fulfill his dream

and to create his legacy that he

didn`t have time to make…

{Farewell my friend}

In 2012, "Frank" used to have a

very close and loyal friend, he was

his best friend ever…he was called

"Tony"…They were like

brothers…maybe more, "Tony" died in

a car accident…in a horrible way…by

a child driving a truck…It destroyed
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"Frank"…"Angel" did her best…but not

for long…she left the country for a

reason when "Frank" knew about, he

cried the way he have never ever

before, she tried not to let him

know…but he knew…and as usual it

was already late…In the late 2013, he

had an info of her…DEATH…too, it

was all he needed to leave the

planet…She travelled because she was

ill…VERY…

Since that time…"Frank" lost trust

& hope in everyone…and returned

back to street business…became a

Monster again…with no friends, with

no love, with nothing but RAGE…
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{The Penguin}

After what happened, from the

"Ghost", "Frank" stayed in the

shadows for some time, during this

time, one of the "Community`s"

men…"The Penguin", came to check

things and how is everything, like

every year, one of the favorite men to

the "Community" goes to check on

things in places like the middle-east

or so…

"Penguin"…a fat, lazy, old man

who cares about nothing but money

& women…used to be a source of

information for the C.I.A.[5] when he
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was young…Now, he`s about 65 years

old…and became a trusted person in

the "Community"…

"Buchinsky" have never liked

"Penguin", they had issues of their

own…That was why "Bishop" asked

"Buchinsky" to go back to "England"

and "Penguin" to stay…"Penguin"

knew the drill, and asked to see

"Frank"…he knew that he was an

"Isaac" and decided to test him…giving

him straight orders to manage a way

to get stuff out of "Port-Saeed`s"

harbor to "Suez"…without being

stopped…"Frank`s" position was

different, he had to do it, because he

wanted something in return, he did
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it, and many times he was stopped by

cops on the road…and God kept them

away of him, because of his status…as

a Christian…

"Penguin" was happy with that,

"Frank" was told to ask

anything…That time, "Frank" met a

girl…another one…younger, in a

different university with an insane

mind…Nearly during the same

time…he also met another girl in his

college…"The Sound of Mind"…She

became a very important friend in

the Monster`s life…she was of his age

& academic year…
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{Harley Quinn[6] & The Sound of

Mind}

"Frank" for some reason, started to

get closer to that younger girl…who

wasn`t in his university…who was

later called "Harley Quinn", due to

her obsession with "Frank`s"

character…

One of "Quinn`s" friends didn`t

like "Frank"…not even ONE bit…but

he was coward enough to talk shit

about him in his absence…"Quinn"

was a part of a group of

friends…about 8 boys and 4 girls…all

of them were polite and good people,
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That`s what made him think that he

was the boss, "Quinn" never liked

him…

One day, "Frank" went to "Quinn"

in her college, to see her, for some

reason, one of "Quinn`s" girlfriends in

the group told "Frank" about what`s

happening around…as it was over the

limit…"Frank" didn`t rush, he asked

him about what was said, he didn`t

deny…a fight started and ended before

anyone realized what`s going down,

that boy lost 3 teeth and had a

broken nose, "Frank" crashed his

head on a table badly, even the table

was cracked…"Frank" was taken by

the security of the college to the
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"Dean" and-of course-he discovered

that he was a relative of a very

respected PhD in the whole

college…"Frank`s" uncle, "The Old

Man`s" brother…who was still in

service…his uncle got him out of that

trouble with one condition…an

apology to the boy and his friends, to

avoid using law, he wasn`t gonna do

so alone…it happened in the existence

of his uncle, "The Old Man",

"Rorschach", security members, the

"Dean" and his "Vice", were all there

to make sure "Frank" won`t kill him…

2 weeks later, he began to curse

"Frank" to his friends…knowing that

"Frank" was banned from getting in
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there anymore…that was hurting

"Quinn", but he just didn`t care…then

he started to talk about her after he

was done with "Frank"…That shit

reached to "Frank", somehow, he had

to make a move…

During all that time, "Frank"

became a good friend to the girl he

met at the college…"The Sound of

Mind"…She was wise, quiet and

polite…loving people and life, social,

good adviser…all qualities of a perfect

friend…"Frank" trusted her, she

earned his trust & respect…and later

his LOVE too…he told her what

happened with "Quinn", and she said

"You don`t have to trust the source of
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the info, it might be someone who

wanna put you in trouble, ask her

first"…"Frank" was weak to her

opinions…He did what she told him

to do…but "Quinn" tried to hide or

lie, "Frank" was good enough to know

her lie…he knew her well…The next

day, "Quinn" called "Frank" and told

him to "Do something"…he couldn`t

say no, but he couldn`t use

"Penguin`s" help with that silly

thing…But he still got someone

else…"The Ghost" who "Frank" didn`t

witness against his men to the

cops…he agreed to help…he sent 2

boys to be under "Frank`s" orders, and

it wasn`t that bad, and fast too…they

burnt down that bay`s father car, and
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a message came to him from some

private number…telling him to stay

away of her or suffer more, with

another warning message to his own

father causing disturbance to the boy

& his family, in 4 days…The boy

called "Quinn" and told her his

apologies and asked her to stop

"Frank", in return she told him to

avoid her and stop being a part of

her friends…The boy agreed, days

later, "Quinn" called "Frank" and

asked to see him again…he agreed,

and he ended everything with her,

because, he thought, she couldn`t stop

him, or control his anger…and he

wanted someone who can

stop…"Quinn" couldn`t do that…but
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she would be someone "Frank" will

never forget…NEVER…
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{WAR # 4}

Operations in “Egypt” started to

get bigger after June 30th

2013…”Penguin” was said to be one

of several causes to all what

happened…

One of “Penguin`s” men, was

called “Deathstiker”, he wasn`t so

smart, but he was good in following

his boss`s orders…Since the 2nd

revolution, this guy showed up, and

ever since, lots of guns have been

getting into the country, some of them

are just passing…like [M4, MP5,

AA12 Automatic shot gun, FNFS
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2000, Glock, KSG Shot guns, m203

rifle grenade launcher, UZI

Pistols,……], or those used in “Egypt”,

like [AK 47, Sawed off shot guns,

9mm pistols,……].

A bad day came, and

“Rorschach” fought in the street with

some guys…bad ones…because of a car

crash in the street, they didn`t like

that move…they knew where he lives,

and took the tires, or stole them, with

no rocks to hold the car…leaving a

paper with the address of their

store…”Rorschach” called “Bane” and

they went together with sticks, but

however, these guys were waiting for

them, with a lot of men, all armed, It
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was a trap, and they fall in it…The

thugs gave them one chance to call

someone to save them or to say good

bye…except the police…”Bane” called

“Frank” and told him to get there

and talk to them…as “Frank” knows

how to talk to these kinds of

people…Although his young age…but

it was the only hope, “Frank” went to

them and started the negotiations

with their boss, who was very

aggressive and angry…but it was

solved, The man asked for their

phones, money in pockets, any

accessories in the car they came in,

and 5000 LE for the damage they

caused…and one of the men smashed

some glass by a chair, That was the
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best “Frank” could do…after some

internal talking between “Evolution”

members…they agreed to pay, by going

to an ATM to get the 5000 LE…and it

happened, 3 men went with

“Rorschach” to get them…in 30

minutes…all was done…After going

home…”Bane” refused to let go, and

insisted on talking to “Penguin`s”

men…and he did it…but-of course-in

exchange of a favor later…they had to

agree, “Penguin” sent “Deathstriker”

with some men to the place, and torn

it apart…burnt the store and killed

whoever stood in their way…and it

was done…now it was “Evolution`s”

turn to do something for

“Penguin”…An exchange, a bag for
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another, so easy and simple…Gold

bars in exchange of a

weapon…”Evolution” took the weapon

from “Penguin”, delivered it to his

guys in “Luxor” and took the gold

bars, AND, some Pharonic

artifacts…unexpected, but they had to

take them…the trouble was, it was

known that some artifacts were

stolen…and “Luxor” was on fire and

all hands on deck…”Frank” called

“Penguin” and told him about the

artifacts, in the time he didn`t know

about them, he told “Frank” to get

everything he has back…during

packing, a bar fall from “Bane”…no

problem, gold never breaks…but it

was BROKEN in pieces, their shock
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was big…massive…The Nubians

cheated them, There should be 24

bars, now they became 23 of fake

bars, when they tried to find those

Nubians…no one was found in their

houses, “Frank” called “Penguin”

again, but of no use, “Penguin” told

“Frank”: “Don`t come back without

the gold bars, the artifacts…you can

keep them, but the bars must be here

before nightfall”…”Evolution” knew

that family name, the trick comes

here…the Nubians found a better

buyer for the gold bars, in exchange

of getting 5 of their family members

out of prison, the buyers were some

police Brigades, they tried to have

their weapon and their family
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members out in the same time, smart,

but not very…their homes are well

known to the police, by drugs,

weapons, and artifacts, “Evolution”

went there again…and asked to see

their big man, after hours from the

first time, The same answer was said

“The big man ain`t here, he`s still

out”, so they had to get in and plant

the artifacts some another way, The

police gave description to the stolen

artifacts, they were the same as the

ones with “Evolution”, putting them

in the outer hall wasn`t a trouble for

“Frank” he made it easily, the place

was already too big…the men and

servants were not everywhere, inside

at least, tipping the cops and going
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wasn`t a very bad idea…it took down

the whole family, the existence of one

piece, means that all the artifacts

were there, “Frank” went to see them

again in the police station, to reach

to a new agreement, they agreed to

give “Evolution” the gold after getting

out…”Rorschach” bought a similar

statue, a fake one, and they bribed

the officers to replace the real one

with the fake statue…and the case was

over on a mistaken call from someone

unknown…The Nubians took it as a

favor, but “Penguin” didn`t…the gold

reached to “Penguin”, and he sent

some men to finish some unfinished

business between them…some of them

died because of that betrayal…and
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the artifacts were for

“Evolution”…The Brigades went down

too…

{Lola Ivanoff}

In February 2014, after some

time of calmness…a strange call came

to “The Old Man”, asking for a

special meet, from someone unknown,

and the same happened with “The

Old Man`s” brother…”Rorschach`s”

father…It was “Bishop`s” brother, he

said: “There`s too much going on since

we left your sons to rest from what

happened”…(The gun fire incident

and Luxor, That happened in June
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and September of 2013)…he

continued “Penguin left and someone

else is operating our business, that

one needs to see “Frank” and

“Rorschach” as soon as possible”, and

he gave them coordinates of the place

they`ll meet at…”The Old Man”

thought that it might be a trap, and

“Evolution” is of no use…but “Frank”

insisted on going, “Rorschach” seemed

suspicious about it and wanted to

ignore it all…The time came, “Frank”

went, “Rorschach” was late, so the

men went to bring him, and they

did, tied and beaten down, but can

stand…
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The new boss came out…”Lola

Ivanoff”, a late 30s woman, strong,

tall, and charming, one of the

“Community`s” most trusted men, and

most dangerous too, she was a good

friend of “Ivy” and worked before

with “Victor”…She doesn`t got men,

but she got plenty of friends because

of her work in the “Russian

Intelligences”…and the “Russian

mafia” in equality…She was just

missing a hacker and a driver…for

her job in “Egypt”…
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{WAR # 5}

That girl was strong enough to

control a team of 7 men,

plus…”Frank” and “Rorschach”…both

men went back to get ready for the

job, saying good bye to everyone they

knew, or those who are important to

them…a guy, looks to be a tourist,

stole data from the “Russian criminal

data base” for the “CIA”…he was

important there were security from

the police on him and his personal

guard…who was a giant, about 7 ft.

tall and 350 lb. weight at least, by

somehow, “Lola” and her friends stole

his laptop and i-phone, and here
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was “Rorschach`s” role to break all

the codes and delete all the data…and

it happened, but they should return

everything to its place before he

realizes that it was lost, “Lola” could

keep him at the pool, by her talk and

look, but no one took care of the

guard, he saw the men, and a fight

happened, That guard was strong, he

knocked the 2 men who were going to

put the stuff back to place, “Lola”

had put a poison in the big man`s

drink, when the hit happened, he

rushed to see what`s up, he fall dead,

his heart stopped, looks to be a heart

attack, “Frank” was waiting with

another man in a car, a “Dodge

Charger 2012”, The rest of the men
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blew a bomb nearby, to distract the

cops and cause panic to the other

tourists, to facilitate the escape…the

rest of men made it to escape like

what was planned, “Lola” reached to

the “Dodge” with “Rorschach” and

another man, and they went away…to

a special point, the other 2 men, went

in their way leaving [Frank,

Rorschach, Lola] in the car…That all

took place in “Sharm El-Sheik”, on

the high way to “Suez”…”Lola” asked

to drive, and it happened, no cops

stopped them, at “Suez”, the other

men took “Evolution” to “Cairo” and

left…Job accomplished, with 2 lost

men, but it doesn`t matter to them of
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course, “Lola” wasn`t seen by “Frank”

ever since…

{Croc}

“Sweet” came back to “Egypt”

after a long time of disappearance in

“Europe”…interested in the guy called

“Frankenstein” and who he was…as

he-like everyone else-heard stories

and rumors, about the Immortal

“Victor Frankenstein” and how strong

he was…so he wanted to see his

brother…and test his power, he asked

to see “Frank”, it happened, and to

see his strength, he told “Frank” to

shoot someone with cover on his
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head…but there was one obstacle that

stopped him from doing that…That

girl “The Sound of Mind”

(S.O.M.)…She told him too many times

to stop doing what he was doing, and

kept telling him that, until she

understood why he couldn`t stop, that

thing only she knew about, to

“Sweet”, “Frank” had the choice to

die or kill that guy…”Frank” chose to

DIE…and told “Sweet”: “I have been

waiting for this moment a long time

ago…do it fast”, “Sweet” shot the guy

dead…not “Frank”, and told him

“Never, you welcome death, you don`t

fear it…Death will give you peace,

and I hate peace”…
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The existence of “S.O.M.” in

“Frank`s” life started to affect

him…but she never felt that…All that

was watched by a guy who looks

serious, black, large in size, and got

nothing to lose or to live for…The men

used to fear him and respect his

decisions…his street name was

“Croc”…

“Croc” was “Sweet`s” favorite

guy, he knew, how to finish any job,

he also, got some history with

“Victor” in the past, “Sweet” told

“Frank” to be ready at any time for a

job, “Frank” asked him “Why shall I?

I don`t work for you”…”Sweet” replied

“You will be forced to do what I say
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or order you with, to keep her

safe”…It shocked “Frank”, but that`s

how things work in this world…”The

Dark World”…

{S.O.M. love & false Brotherhood}

During 2014…”S.O.M.” kept

getting close to “Frank” and doing

favors for him besides speaking with

him…somehow no one ever did,

except for his beloved

“Angel”…”Hylaria”…that fooled him,

it made him love her, but she never

looked at him more than a friend

who became a brother…the missing of

sisters in the Monster`s life made him
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misunderstand her feelings towards

him…that was his fault from the

beginning, since “Maria`s”

disappearance form his life long time

ago…

She rejected him, as a lover, but

wanted him around as a brother and

a friend…his sick twisted mind

couldn`t accept that, he kept loving

her, and she knows, but she kept

using him, in studies…by time,

“Frank” discovered that she was using

him, Although she said that she

doesn`t like that, what proved so, was

that she never asked for “Frank”,

while others he have never expected,

asked about his Life status[7], after she
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gave him a reason to stop, she took it

away, he skipped too much things she

did to him, because he loved her, but

not for long, he started to look for

someone else, seeking for the one who

can stop him, seeking for the thing he

couldn`t find with “S.O.M.”…LOVE…

{WAR # 6}

One morning, “Frank” went to

his brother`s old garage, and saw his

car, The Polonez, with a hope to fix

it one day and finish what he was

born for…from “Frank`s” point of

view…and found out his brother`s pet,

The Crow, had made a nest for itself
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there, he knew it because once

“Frank” wore his bro`s mask, it stood

on his shoulder…like old times…

For all these years, “Frank” kept

reading his bro`s book, carefully, and

understood a lot of things, most were

advises to “Frank” from “Victor”,

besides to some incidents he took

place in…that no man kind can

believe how they happened…

One day, a strange call came to

“Frank`s” mom, from a private

number, threatening her with her

boy`s life, and looks to have fun with

it…then he wanted to see him or meet
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him, “Frank” didn`t want to walk in

the blind, so, he gave “Rorschach”

his mom`s number and told him to

track the number, after breaking the

code of privacy…it happened, but still

they had to meet him, the number

was stolen and the privacy was

house-made by a technician, in some

trashy place in the suburbs, “Bane”

didn`t like it, and thought they

should call “Croc”…”Frank” refused

& wanted to go to the place, to find

him, or find any info about who

lives there, “Frank” went to see him,

but nothing, later the same night,

that guy called “Frank” and told him

that he stole his book and mask from

where they were kept, “Rorschach”
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and “Bane” came back with info, The

guy is called in his hood

“Scarecrow”…and he`s a regular

robber…not of the “Community`s”

men level…

“Scarecrow” asked for money, a

lot of it, digging behind

him…”Evolution” found out that he

works on a beans cart…and that he`s

on drugs…got behind bars[8] because of

dealing and Do drugs shit…

There`s only one who might

know someone like that…”The

Ghost”…”Frank” went to him and

asked about “Scarecrow”…after paying
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some cash…”Ghost” revealed his place

and where he keep his weed, as a safe

house, “Evolution” made their way

there…to “Scarecrow”…and for the

shock, he was dead by an overdose

drugs…the book was there…but the

mask wasn`t, he sent it to “Frank`s”

home earlier…to tell “Frank” that he

knows him…but he didn`t live for

long anyway, “Evolution” kept their

masks on and left…

However, the calls didn`t stop,

telling them that whoever died wasn`t

“Scarecrow”…”The Old Man” couldn`t

wait anymore…he called “Croc” and

his boys finished it in hours, for real,

but nothing is for free, as usual…
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{Mrs. Frankenstein}

“Ivy” came back with a lot of

power, powerful than ever before…She

wanted to get introduced to “Frank”,

the brother of her lover, and to do a

special job…”Ivy” asked to be side-by-

side with “Frank”, using the old

metal mask that she made for

“Victor”, made her sure that it`s the

child “Victor” called “Cyclone”…

The job was a delivery, with

betrayal, no swap, both packages

must return back with them…all it

needs in this job, a fast driver, a

sniper, and a fast moving man to take
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both bags and jump in the car…The

driver was “Frank”, the man who`s

fast to take both bags, was “Ivy”, and

the sniper was “AKA Deadshot”, a

former soldier in the “English”

special forces, can shoot more than

one target in 2 seconds…all hit from

the first shot, have been cancelled

from the service due to his

seriousness…and because the army

saw that he, and others, are

unnecessary at the matter at hand…It

happened so fast, “Ivy” was hit…she

was strong enough to pull the bullet

off her body by her hands, she

became alright later, She got

“Frank`s” number and they became

friends…
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She started telling the young

Monster, what the old Monster was

doing, and what happened to the

“Joker”…and a lot of details he have

never thought, or imagined before…

{Cryonics}

“Penguin” came back for a

special task…a container to be

delivered from “Siwa” to “Matrouh”

without damage…The trouble came in

that, someone told others about the

shipment…”Penguin” knew, but he

didn`t know who was cheating him,

so he made a plan, 2 decoy trucks

and one real…the package was a solid
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metal cube of 8 ft. high and 1000 lb.

of metallic steel, needs a strong truck

to be transported in…”Evolution” was

told to do that job, no one knew the

plan except “Penguin”, 2 security

guys, thugs, a driver, and “Evolution”

members…it was ok, when they

reached “Siwa” and took the

container, by time on the road, the

shipment got ambushed, the attackers

were well armed, and knew their job

very well, they killed the security

thugs, and blown off the container`s

back door by a high tech ropes and

machines, the driver hid under the

truck, “Evolution” hid under

“Rorschach`s” car-which was inside

the container too-They got in and
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melted one of the cube`s sides…but it

was empty…it was one of the

decoys…the attackers were mad, and

talking in Russian, after that,

“Evolution” drove back with the

driver of the truck to “Cairo”, after

burning the truck with its dead

bodies in it…later, in the dawn, the

real truck made it to “Matrouh”, but

on its way to “Italy” it never made it,

it was stolen in the sea, after an

attack, one of those who died was

“Croc`s” brother in law…

It was the first job for

“Evolution” without “Bane”…That

time, “Bane” was DEAD…
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{WAR # 7}

Before the “Penguin`s” job by 2

weeks, “Bane” & “Rorschach” were

having fun at the shooting range,

somewhere, and a bullet went wrong

in the direction of some other guys,

by mistake, “Bane” thought that the

safe was closed, but it wasn`t, they

fought, and at the end the others said

“We will find you and kill you

both”…Days later, there was a

threatening letter that came to

“Bane`s” home…”Frank” was called

and after he arrived…”Evolution” was

all there, one more time, The

settlement was to go somewhere on the
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“Red Sea”, away from “Cairo” to see

what they can do, but it didn`t

happen, at the outer gate of the block,

“Bane” saw them, only “Frank” was

with him, “Rorschach” was still

inside, once they saw “Bane”, they

started shooting at them…”Bane”

pushed “Frank” to the glass, but away

from the fire, and he took all the

bullets, and died at once, “Frank” got

hit, although “Bane`s” efforts, that`s

why “Rorschach” asked for

“Penguin`s” help…and “Penguin”

asked “Evolution” for the Job in

return…
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{The Death of The Penguin}

“Croc” came back again, full of

rage and anger, for his relative who

died…”Penguin” could know the

traitor, he was his man

“Deathstriker”…”Penguin” set him up

and killed him, but not enough for

“Croc”…anger blinded him, he shot

“Penguin” in front of his

men…causing a fight, but it was

handled soon, “Penguin” died, and

“Croc” was called to get back to

“England”…”Buchinsky” came back

to set the mess down, and put an end

to that disturbance that

happened…but “Penguin`s” men
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refused to work for “Buchinsky”, they

already got troubles with

“Buchinsky`s” crew…So, they were left

to go but watched carefully, and

closely…

Some important people in the

county, asked for some hits to the

government in its resources to make it

weak and need money from

businessmen, to open their projects

and factories by their own

conditions…So, a lot of operations

happened like burning the

“Conference halls” and other damage

to other places, electricity towers

explosions, and too many different

things, besides drugs and weapons…
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The thing that “Frank” couldn`t

understand, was that these people,

are not real, they are ghosts they live

with fake names, no finger prints, or

DNA analysis detected for them, no

data base for any of them at all…their

existence isn`t declared or talked

about anywhere, except in the

International Intelligence

halls…former government people or

A-class criminals, restricted by the

“Community`s” orders…in exchange of

money, and freedom…It`s completely a

world that doesn`t work by “Frank`s”

rules…only “Victor” could handle

them well, and say no without getting

hurt…simply their men were of no
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match with “Victor`s” abilities…and

power…

In “Victor`s” book, he said, “I was

walking in the street late at night…as

usual, and 2 men from the mob tried

to attack me, they were good, But I

could kill them both alone”…”Ivy”

said that “Victor” told her that he

knew them before…they were former

Marine soldiers in the US army…

“Buchinsky” asked for help…shit

was heavy on him to hold alone,

“Bishop” sent the worst assistant of

all time, the main reason for what

happened in “Libya”, ”Iraq”, “Syria”,
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and many other places in the world,

he knows how to make a peaceful

country fall in civil war…he was

called “The Goblin”…

{The Goblin}

“Goblin”…a Canadian-English

man, who loves to see the world in

WAR and on fire always, saying “If

there`s no war…there`s no peace, and

if there`s no demons…there won`t be

angels, if there`s no illness…there

won`t be medicine, that`s why a

“Goblin” must exist, to organize this

process, else, it will be Chaos”…a sick,
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twisted mind, but necessary for

business…

A sudden call came to “Frank”

from “Harley Quinn”…collapsed,

because her brother got robbed and

beaten in the street, asking for help,

“Frank” couldn`t say “No”, and asked

her for some details about the place

where he was robbed or how many

they were, or how they looked like,

what kind of scars they have in their

faces or bodies, if exist, and it

helped, some guys of “Buchinsky”,

knew what to do, “Frank” took

“Quinn`s” brother…and went to see

them, all thugs of the hood were

brought by “Buchinsky`s” men, as if
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they were cops, wearing as a cop and

talking rudely, was enough to make

those thugs fear and not to fight

back…they were known and whatever

was stolen, returned back, his phone,

wallet…it was a good plan by “Frank”

to avoid showing the young boy any

death, or to avoid exposing him to

danger…”Goblin” knew about that,

and asked about “Frank”, and knew

who he was, “Goblin” and “Victor”

were not friends, and “Goblin” tried

to kill him more than once, using a

lot of ways and a lot of men, but he

was smart enough to stay away of

danger always, he used to fear

“Victor”…
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“Frank” was told from a personal

friend of his, someone he listens to, to

stop being “Frankenstein” and live

normally…the trouble was, he

couldn`t have or find a reason to stop,

or any kind of motivations to kill

that Monster he created…besides to the

existence of “S.O.M.” in his life, he

cared for them, both, for “S.O.M.”,

because he loved her, and that

friend, because the only one whoever

cared for him, was that one…That`s

why “Frank” refused to do another

job for “Buchinsky”…So, they had to

force him to do it…
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{WAR # 8}

“Crossbones”…a first degree killer,

professional, the best of his kind in

what he do…attacked “Venom`s”

husband in the street, by crashing

his car on the high way to “Suez”,

forcing him to stop, to see what`s up,

and he got beat badly in about 5

seconds or so, and speeding away…The

same man, burnt “Rorschach`s” wife`s

car completely…and turned a

wedding ceremony into a funeral, by

a car explosion that took a family of

4 persons dead, telling “Frank” &

“Rorschach”: “You`re ours, you can`t

stop obeying us…”Evolution””…It was
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found on car glass of “The Old Man`s”

car, and “Rorschach`s” too…So,

“Frank” agreed to do it for him, but

to be his last…

“Frank” was promised by

“Buchinsky” that he won`t ask him

for anything else, The job was simple,

attacking a truck full of Chemical

compounds needed for medical jobs

in a some kind of a Medical factory,

in “Cairo”, coming from “Port-

Saeed`s” harbor…all what

“Evolution” had to do…was to keep

driving near the truck, it happened,

but something unpredicted happened

too…the truck`s back got opened and 2

heavy machine guns started
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blasting[9] on them…And suddenly the

truck took a some kind of a dusty

road, during the

shooting…”Rorschach” got hit…the

crew on the operation wasn`t big…just

4 men (Crossbones, Ivy, Frank,

Rorschach) in 2 vans…with

“Rorschach” down, he was aided by

“Ivy” to hold on the pain…they made

it to the truck again, in the middle of

the desert, in the middle of the night,

about 3 or 4 am…Plan {A} was, at a

peaceful moment, without shooting,

the vans drive backwards, back to

back to the truck to take something

special and pulling it from the truck

& speeding away…or, Plan {B}, to stop

the truck and steel it…which was
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easier in this situation…Driving

without lights, made it possible to

pass the gunners, and give “Ivy” a

better chance to go half-board from

the van to the truck, it happened and

she took control of the driver`s cabin,

driving left and right for couple of

seconds, made the gunners lose

control and gave “Crossbones”

clearance to jump at the back of the

truck, but he didn`t…he shot the

gunners instead, and told “Ivy” to stop

the truck, after loading the 2 vans on

the container…they all left…”Frank”

was driving that van all the

time…”Rorschach” was hell tired,

“Frank” took him to a hospital after

telling “Rorschach`s” father, and
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“The Old Man”…the truck wasn`t full

of medical equipment…it was full of

a new prototype weapons…later,

“Frank” knew they were new

experimental cryogenic weapons…new

kind of weapons that will change the

face of war forever…

{The Poison}

3 months later…”Rorschach”

became ok, and he thought that it`s

over, so did “Frank”, unknowing

what the “Goblin” was planning for

them…”Buchinsky” didn`t like the

idea of “Evolution`s” retirement, so he

thought that they should die, as they
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know too much…and he let “Goblin”

handle that…”Goblin” wasn`t a

known face to “Frank” or

“Rorschach”, so in the North-Coast,

“Frank” & “Rorschach” were sitting

together in a coffee shop…and some

stranger, a foreigner, ordered drinks

for them on his account, he was

“Goblin”…after 9 hours, they started

to feel bad, pain in the heart &

limbs, and general weakness…by

time…”Rorschach” fall too tired, and

everyone packed to go back to

“Cairo”…nobody noticed “Frank`s”

tiredness, he could hide it, and kept

his pain undiscovered, The drinks

were poisoned with a very strange

kind of a made up poison…no
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medicines helped “Rorschach”…he

was getting worse, “Rorschach`s”

uncle could find some doctor from

“Germany” when he was there, they

were friends, he asked for his help,

The doctor said “Make him come

here, and let me examine him”…he

was sent to “Germany” with his

parents, wife and kid…”Frank” wasn`t

there…The “German” doc didn`t know

what`s that thing, it was totally new

on him…

They took a sample of his blood

and told his family to take him

back…his existence was of no use, and

coldness was hurting him, besides,

staying in “Germany” was too
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expensive and nobody knew how

much time needed to make the

cure…and once a cure is detected, it

will be sent with the doctor himself

to see its effect and check his

condition…17 days later, a cure was

ready to use, but wasn`t tested on

humans before and its side effects

were so dangerous…So, “Frank”

volunteered to have it tested on him

and revealed that he was ill too…on

the same night, “Goblin” called

“Frank” and told him that it was

him who did it to him…a slow,

torturing death to end “Evolution”

once and for all…
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{The Cure}

The “Germans” found and set

their cure ready, and it was tested on

“Frank”…nothing happened…nothing

physical was waited, but mental, The

cure kills the poison, slowly, and rise

the intense up to maximum making

anyone calm to lose his calmness and

burst in rage for nearly nothing…or

for no reason at all…causing overrated

anger, “Frank” couldn`t stay for

experimental tests…he got studies and

college…
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During that time, a trouble

happened with “S.O.M.” and he was

trying to help her, he wasn`t

appreciated by her, as usual, it made

him unstable, and lose temper

because of anything, even from her,

he was noticed by his father…”The

Old Man”…

By time, he was getting more and

more angry, from silly things, and so

did “Rorschach”…till he beat his

wife because she broke a

plate…showing that the cure was

hurting them…not healing them,

until they needed more of it, its effect

was gone, and they started to feel the

same pain again in the heart and
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limbs, it was the time when “Goblin”

called “Frank” again, and told him

to do one simple job to earn his cure,

a normal delivery of some cash to

some people, from a warehouse on the

highway to “Alex” to another place

in “Alex”…the guy who took the cash

and had the cure, was “Ivy”, she

didn`t know, and “Goblin” didn`t

know that “Frank” & “Ivy” were

friends, The box had one injection

with enough dose for one patient

only…”Frank” was very tired and his

heart started to get slow & heavy…and

so did “Rorschach”, “Goblin” gave

“Frank” a choice between his life, or

“Rorschach`s”, one life and the other

die, or both dead…”Ivy” managed,
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opened the tube and with one

half…injected “Frank” and told him

to hurry to “Rorschach”…it was

strong, it helped him to drive to

“Cairo” and give him some immunity

to kill the poison in his blood…not

enough to kill it completely, but to

keep them alive for longer

time…”Frank” reached “Rorschach”

and gave it to him in a new

injection, and he got better soon…
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{Goblin`s death}

“Goblin” knew about “Frank`s”

survival, and knows the promise

“Buchinsky” made…so, he found a

way to let “Bishop” ask “Buchinsky”

to get back to “England”…and leave

“Goblin” to manage the operations,

by that time, “Crossbones” was caught

by the “Russian” police in “Moscow”

after “Goblin” set him up, and fall

behind bars…

“Frank” wanted to catch the

“Goblin” or to kill him, before he

hurt anyone else of those “Frank”

love, like “S.O.M.” or his special
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friend or anyone else…including

“Quinn”…

He asked for “Ivy`s” help…and she

agreed, but 2 men only were not

enough take down “Goblin`s” crew,

they needed more…the “Penguin`s”

men, were mad of what happened to

their boss and worked alone, they

were called by “Ivy”, and somehow

she convinced them to join them to

kill the “Goblin”…

Somewhere in “Sinai”…there

were some new cryogenic weapons to

be checked by the boss, who was

“Goblin” that time, who trusts
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nobody, and went by himself, he was

waited and hunted by “Penguin`s”

men and “Ivy”…when the fire started,

“Deadshot” started shooting all the

cars tires and anyone getting out, but

“Goblin” used one of the men as a

shield and went to hide behind one

of the cars trying to drive and run,

“Frank” was waiting him, and

attacked him…the fight started, but

“Goblin” won, and throw him on

some iron bars, “Frank” fall by his

back and couldn`t keep going with

the fight, “Goblin” jumped in one of

the cars, by somehow, “Deadshot” got

him from inside the car…blown his

head off, and it was the end of a very

important man in the mob…regardless
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to the consequences of that move,

“Frank” felt powerful…and FREE…
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{ПЩЩВИНУ[10] Lola}

“Ivy”…after what happened to

“Goblin”…disappeared for a

while…”Frank” found her, somehow,

and asked what happened, and why

wasn`t she answering his calls…She

looked pale, and worried, more than

ever…

Words came from “Russia” that

“Crossbones” died in prison, looked

afraid or shocked from whatever he

saw, with no scars or signs of struggle,

as if he suicide, weird, in the same

week, “Carlito”, one of the most

dangerous guys in “Mexico”, was in
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“Russia” for business, went to “Lola”,

the made love together before, he

looked bad, drunk, and was

cracking[11] badly, as if it was

Doomsday and his turn to face “God”

came…he told her things and

incidents that doesn`t add up or make

sense, and told her about a list that

her name was on, as if he was

warning her, 2 days later, he died,

he was thrown from the top of a

building, with signs of a fight this

time, a week later, “Lola” was found

shot in her head, in her bedroom,

with only her underwear, with no

sign of fighting back, with wine on

the table next to her bed, one of her

crew was accused of the murder, and
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got imprisoned…and died in there the

same way “Crossbones” died with,

hanged from his throat, by the end of

the month…”Lola`s” crew was all,

dead, or disappeared…That made

“Ivy” nervous, and worried, these guys

kill, they can`t be killed that easy,

and a lot of powerful names started to

die in strange ways, in a short time,

all around the world…

“Buchinsky” was back, with one

subject in mind, “The Green Goo”,

and finding it, it was that thing

“Victor” stole for them, years ago, and

no man knows where it was, not even

“Ivy”…”Buchinsky” got no time to

waste, gave “Frank” a limited time to
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deliver it, or get ready to accept one

more friend to die…”Frank” got some

friends who don`t deserve death, good

people, including one who could find

way to carve a smile on his face in

the worse conditions, besides

understanding, and wisdom, She was

a girl, might be a doctor one day, he

called her “Phoenix”…for some

reason, she was on top of the list of

assassination of “Frank`s” friends…He

looked everywhere, EVERYWHERE,

without a trace, “Ivy” tried to help, as

she knows how it looks like, but still

nothing…
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A streak of assassinations

started again, with a surprise, the

“Assassin”, got killed in a race, by

someone called “The Shadow”, the

last thing anyone in the career ever

thought of happening…
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{Linkin}

“Jacob” got killed, from inside

his crew, a rocket launcher launched

its rocket from nowhere to “Jacob`s”

car, tearing it in pieces, in “USA”…

“Buchinsky” went there to see

what happened, as in “San Diego”,

law isn`t too much strict…leaving his

man in “Egypt”…”Linkin”…

“Linkin”…a real monster, a first

degree killer, used by some

governments to do things they can`t

get caught doing…
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“Rorschach” started to feel bad

again, the sample of cure, wasn`t

enough to kill the poison

completely…So, “Frank” asked “Ivy”:

“What should we do?”…she said that

she`ll manage, After digging, she

knew from some men the place where

“Linkin” kept some samples of the

cure, she tried to steal some of it, but

she got caught, and-of course-

“Linkin” doesn`t like that, but he

looks for benefits from every

situation…”Frank” was called by

“Linkin”…and told him that “Ivy” is

in danger, unless he do another job,

with him in person, “Frank” agreed

at once…
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An Arabic Prince came to

“Sharm El-Sheik” with his personal

car, a “1967 Ford Mustang” with a

1200 HP engine, N2O, metallic

internal doors, Hydraulics, Smoke

cans, oil tubes, and a box of nails &

pins, and bullet proof glass…a

Monster, used for races…The car was

to be delivered to “Port-Saeed”, they

were waited and welcomed by guys

who want the ride for themselves, not

“Linkin`s” men…and a chase started,

somehow and using the tricks in the

car, “Frank” & “Linkin” escaped

death and made their delivery safe,

which impressed “Linkin”…and he

kept his promise with him and let

“Ivy” go with the cure, enough to save
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both members of “Evolution”…Later

on, “Frank” knew that the car doors

and roof were full of drugs…

{WAR # 9}

“Frank” was still asked for the

“Green Goo” jar by “Linkin”…He said

that people were talking about some

radiations in “Al Areesh”, so

“Linkin” took “Frank” and “Ivy” to

see what they can see…The cops were

in control of the place, no one was in

or out, later, it was found to be

nothing, so the crew was moving

back, leaving 2 men in the place, to

keep an eye on anything, and
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everything…On the way back, in the

middle of darkness, a modified

“Dodge Ram” showed up from

nowhere taking the Procession apart,

3 “Jeeps” and a “Land Rover”, the

“Land Rover” was “Linkin`s” car, the

others were “Linkin`s” crew…The

“Ram” driver was very good…he

suddenly stroke one of the “Jeeps” in

the side-back and made it roll over,

The other 2 cars made a block, drove

side-by-side, no space to pass the and

“Linkin” speeded away, but that

didn`t stop him, his front Bumper

was heavy and strong, he located

himself behind both cars and

crashed them, making drivers lose

control, one got on the other side of
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the road to meet a truck, the other

fall in the thick sand and couldn`t

move, leaving “Linkin”, “Frank” &

“Ivy” alone, “Ivy was smart, and told

“Frank” to jump of the car, she

jumped, but “Frank” didn`t have the

chance, The “Ram” was fast and

stoke their side-back, and made them

roll over, like the first car, “Linkin”

as a driver, was hurt badly, although

the airbags, and couldn`t move, the

“Ram” driver stopped and got out of

it…A guy with a black skull face

mask, looks metal too, “Frank`s” mask

saved his head from certain death,

the black masked man shot “Linkin”

and pulled “Frank`s” mask but left

him alive, “Ivy” shot at him, he ran
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to his car too fast than usual, but

before he leave he told “Frank” “The

age of Frankenstein is over, and the

ERA of the Shadow begins” and

speeded away…in the shock of

“Frank” & “Ivy”…
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{The Shadow`s Power}

Operations in a lot of places in

the world STOPPED, because of that

“Shadow”…He sniped “Sweet”,

murdered different members of the

“Community” in very strange ways

without a trace or evidence that

might lead to him, “Croc” was

ordered to go to “Egypt” to see what

happened to “Linkin”, with

“Buchinsky” who secured himself

very well…

The only missing part in that,

why did “Shadow” take “Frank`s”

mask??…a week later, “Frank” asked
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to see “Buchinsky” to give him the

“Green Goo”, once he got inside and

stood face to face with “Buchinsky”,

“Buchinsky” noticed that he was

taller and bigger in size, “Frank”

opened the bag, and pressed on a

remote button, at once, the electricity

box supplying the store with

light…blown off, when it`s dark, it

gave clearance to “Frank” to kill

“Buchinsky”, and it happened,

“Buchinsky” got slaughtered by

“Frank”, and “Frank”

disappeared…While in the same time

of the call that reached “Buchinsky”

from “Frank” earlier, another call

reached “Frank”-the real one-from

“Buchinsky”, or so was thought,
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ordering him to meet “Croc” at some

place as soon as possible…”Frank”

went to meet “Croc”, no one of them

got anything to say, “Ivy” already

made a new mask for “Frank” instead

of the old one that “Shadow”

stole…That fake meet was made to

prove to them that “Frank” was

innocent and it was the

“Shadow”…”Croc” could understand,

and was given the charge of

everything, and was told to use every

resource he had to catch the

“Shadow”…
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{The Shadow`s visit}

On June 18th 2015, The

“Shadow” visited “Frank”, in his

home, when he was alone, and told

him that he killed those who

deserved death, and that “Frank”

shouldn`t be in his way, or “Frank”

will Perish, a kind of warning, later

the same day, he called “Frank” and

told him to deliver “Ivy” to him…to

be killed, but “Frank” didn`t do so,

he called “Croc” and told him the

“Shadow`s” location, “Croc” sent a lot

of men there, and the disaster was

big, That “Shadow” was expecting

that, he fixed some statues putting
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masks like his on their faces, and

black cloths like his, holding

machine guns remotely controlled by

him, every time he makes one shoot,

“Croc`s” men start shooting at it and

destroys it, like robots, everywhere in

the place, one by one, most of the

men were killed or injured, so they

pulled back and left, even on the way

to the cars outside, they got shot

heavily, ending the fight with only 2

survivors of “Croc`s” men, terrified,

injured, tired, and hallucinating…

“Rorschach” found his mask,

after being lost, hanged on his

apartment`s door, he used to keep it

in his car, one day later,
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“Rorschach`s” phone detected high

frequencies in his car, unusual, it

happens when there`s something like

a transmitter, or wireless radio

device, searching hard, The

transmitter was found, in the mask,

as small as a pin`s head…”Frank”

hired 2 mechanics he knew, and

talked to “Ivy”…to fix the Monster

car[12] of “Frankenstein”, it was the

only weapon they had, to make the

“Shadow” get down to their level,

“Frank`s” mask was back, after

“Buchinsky” was killed, “Shadow”

sent it back to “Frank`s” home in a

package, with a Joker card written on

it “Thank You”…later, another

transmitter was found in the mask,
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just like “Rorschach`s”…as a try to

reach “Ivy” and “Evolution”…”Ivy”

worked on the car with the other

mechanics, in a continuous 24 hours

of hard work, the car was perfect for

use…
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{The Shadow`s death}

{WAR # 10}

Using the transmitters,

“Shadow” knew that “Evolution”

were together in an old factory in “6

October”…There were 4 members on

the job…(Frank, Ivy, Rorschach,

Deadshot)…”Deadshot” held a place

with a perfect shooting

position…”Evolution” & “Ivy” were in

there waiting him, hours later, he

arrived, once it happened it went

dark he mocked them saying: “You

think darkness is your ally, but you

merely adopted the dark, I was BORN

in it, MOLDED by it, I didn`t see the
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light until I was already a man, By

then it was nothing to me but

blinding”, and he caught

“Rorschach”…Then “Frank” and

“Ivy” showed up in the car, and

speeded away, “Ivy” was right,

“Shadow” was interested in them

more than “Rorschach”, he didn`t

care much for “Rorschach”, he just

fall in “Shadow`s” way…”Frank” &

“Ivy” were the targets…So, he left

“Rorschach” and speeded after them

in his “Ram”, at some point “Ivy”

opened the box of nails & pins, and

it took his tires down, he stopped his

car by angel 90o[13] on the road, he

was ready, he took out a rocket

launcher to shoot “Frank” and “Ivy”,
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here comes “Deadshot`s” role, shot his

legs and arms, his head was protected

by the mask, and he was wearing a

body armor, “Frank” rotated by the

car and launched the N2O towards

“Shadow”, he reached him in a

second, “Shadow” didn`t have time to

move over, and because of his

injuries, “Frank” crushed “Shadow”

between both cars, the “Polonez” and

his “Ram”…”Shadow” died at

once…”Ivy” took off his mask, to see

who he was, and here was the shock,

It was “Victor”, “Mark`s” brother, the

original “Frankenstein”, it was the

worse shock in the young “Frank`s”

life, he killed his big brother, just

like his parents have always accused
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him in the past, and all his life, just

like “Maria”…”Ivy” collapsed for a

while, but she kept her strength, and

talked to “Frank”, “To destroy

evidence, burn them” she

said…”Frank” & “Rorschach”

agreed…he was already dead, and his

body was burnt years ago, as he asked

before, he wanted this when he dies,

his body burnt, with the cars, and it

was over, the Nightmare was over,

with “Rorschach`s” words: “Violent

lives, end violently”…”Ivy” left

“Egypt” and told “Frank” that she`ll

try not to come back again, as she

didn`t want to remember any of this

again, with the promise that no man

on earth will know anything about
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“Victor”…Ever since, everyone

remembered “Frank`s” name always:

“Frankenstein, Frankenstein, the

Shadow killer, the Monster from

HELL”

“Rorschach” retired…ending up with

“Frank” alone…as usual…
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{Braga}

After the “Shadow`s” death, the

“Community” started their jobs

again…”Frank” didn`t know if he did

the right thing about killing the

“Shadow” or not…

A new representative was sent by

“Bishop” to handle business in

“Egypt”…his name was “Braga”…

“Braga”…a former “FBI”, known

for his corruption and sick mind of

Paranoid, He came to “Egypt” trying

to maintain order to streets, and get
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the thing that others didn`t have time

to get, the “Green Goo”…”Braga”

called “Frank” and asked him to get

that evil thing for him…it wasn`t

with “Frank”, so he started to search

for it again…”Frank” had some

friends, or men, to help him, but it

was in vain, he couldn`t find it

anywhere he knew, leaving only one

place he have never thought of, his

old aunt`s apartment…

She was “Frank`s” mother`s

sister, “Victor” loved her so much,

and used to tell her things in the

90s…He kept it with her and told her

that he doesn`t want anyone to know

about it, and hid it for him all these
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years, She left her home, and was put

in a hospital, an old Age Home, she

became above 70, with no husband

or child, and the flat was owned to

someone else, but whoever was the

owner, he didn`t notice it, it was

hidden under the ceramics of the

balcony, which he didn`t change…her

apartment was in the first floor, so it

was easy to dig under the ground…
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{The Green Goo}

“Blake”…”Braga`s” brother…a

lunatic, used to do everything by

power, he was told to make “Frank”

talk, about the “Green Goo”, as

“Braga” thought that “Frank” is

hiding it, so, “Blake” made his

move…

“Frank`s” position was strong,

he got some guys to watch his back,

unlike before, most from

“Buchinsky`s” crew, by

recommendation from “Ivy”, So,

“Blake” tried another thing, he knew

about the special info “Rorschach”
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gathered and kept with “Frank”, long

time ago “Rorschach” was ordered to

do so, “Blake” asked for them in

return of leaving him and his family

to live, “Rorschach” asked “Frank”

about them, “Frank” wasn`t late and

brought him everything, unknowing

what`s happening, as “Frank” was

busy looking for the “Green

Goo”…because when he went to his

aunt in the hospital, and talked to

her about it, as he didn`t do before,

and she told him everything…

“Rorschach” went to deliver

his info, to “Blake” who was having

some bad intentions, however, the

meet was ambushed by thugs, they
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were the “Penguin`s” men…still

making troubles with the

“Community”, and destroying some

business, Some of the info was broken

or lost, the info was

sensitive…VERY…a lot of important

people in the country are involved in

a lot of business with the

“Community”, “Braga” wasn`t happy

with that, So, he called “Frank”

warning him and “Rorschach” to

give him his info and compound[14],

or someone will die…
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{The Hunt}

“Frank” suspected that the

attack was planned by “Blake”, so he

sent someone to investigate about

it…”Blake” figured it out, and killed

“Frank`s” man…

Threats kept going, until the

time for “Venom” to give birth…on the

way to a hospital in an

ambulance…an attack happened it

lasted for one second, looks like an

accident, a crash between a trash

truck and the ambulance, the crash

was strong enough for “Venom” to lose

her baby…and “Rorschach`s” father
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in law, was attacked in a drive-by,

but he survived somehow, declaring

that “Blake” wasn`t joking, and that

he unleashed the hunt on

“Evolution”…

Days later, “Frank” had to

prepare an operation to get the “Green

Goo” without falling in troubles with

the flat owners, a week of

surveillance was enough to know

everything about that family, even

their phones were hacked by

“Frank”…at the perfect time, The

operation started, all they needed

were 10 minutes to get in, get the

stuff, and move out…A fake attack

was made on the neighborhood by
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armed thugs, made to look like some

Islamic terrorists are making troubles,

that distraction was great, besides to

the apartment empty that time, it

helped “Frank” and the others to do

it well, and leave, once it was done,

the thugs pulled back and left, the

“Green Goo” was with “Frank”,

finally…
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{The Comedian}

During that time,

“Rorschach” was gathering his lost

info again, with the “Green Goo”,

“Frank” found a paper, written by

“Victor” years ago, he knew about it,

That evil green poison, was a project

by the “British” & the “German”

governments, in the early 90s was

made as a try to make resources

infinite, resources like [fossil fuels,

uranium, tin, gold, silver, even

plants] never die or get consumed, or

finished, as long as the resources in

some places in the world are infinite,

there will be no need for oil from the
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middle-east, no fighting for nuclear

heads, or food in “Africa”, with

endless types of weaponry, giving

immortality to earth, which will

attract the attention to human

immortality…

Reading this by “Frank” made

him shocked, he talked with “The

Old Man”, who was called later, and

that time, “Dr. Frankenstein”, and

showed him the writings written by

“Victor”, “Dr. Frank” told “Frank” to

hide or destroy it, which was

impossible, that thing doesn`t get

affected by fire or heat, and whatever

is added to it, doesn`t change its

characteristics, forcing “Frank” to

find a suitable place to hide it…
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One day later, one of “Frank`s”

friends told him that “Braga” and

“Blake” got killed, poisoned, after

that a “Smiley face” was sent to

“Frank`s” BBM with “Frank`s” friend

name and picture, from a strange

PIN…”Frank” warned his friend but

it wasn`t enough, he was found

hanged from his throat in his

apartment, looks to be beaten badly,

later on, “Frank” received a message

from the same PIN, that another

friend of “Frank`s”, one of the dearest

ones to “Frank”, will be killed, with

a signature this time, “The

Comedian”…
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(The Smiley face Comedian used to

threaten Frank with)

{Paige}

“The Comedian” sent “Frank”

and told him to give him the info

“Rorschach” was told to give “Blake”,

it was a good chance in “Frank`s”

point of view, but not for

“Rorschach”, he thought it might be

a trap, “Frank” was told by

“Comedian” that he knew “Joker”

before, and that they were friends,
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attracting “Frank`s” attention, as

“Frank” wanted always to know

about his brothers, and a chance, if

possible, to kill “Comedian” as he

killed his friend and some other men

of “Frank`s”, and trying to kill

another friend of “Frank”…So, to

protect those “Frank” love, he saw

that he must kill “Comedian”…It was

a risk he had to take…

“Paige”…An American common

criminal, with a better attitude and

brave, dead heart, she went to

“Egypt” to watch “Frank`s” back,

according to “Ivy`s” orders, she saved

“Frank” from certain death in that

meeting…
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“Comedian” told “Frank” to get

the info “Rorschach” gathered and

meet him somewhere quiet in

“Cairo”, “Frank” went with some men

to meet “Comedian” and it was

shocking, he got men, his own, they

were expecting “Frank” and started

suddenly to shoot at everyone,

“Frank`s” men died, and a strange

thing happened, smoke spread in the

place, blinding everyone, suddenly

“Frank” was injected with a drug in

his neck to sleep, it was “Paige”, she

saved him from certain death, she

also assured “Frank” that

“Comedian” doesn`t work with the

“Community” or “Bishop”…Later,

“Frank” met “Rorschach” and told
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him what happened, “Rorschach”

said “As long as he knows your

brother, he won`t leave us…your

brothers have been always a curse to

all of us”…making “Frank” fight with

him…again…
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{Frankenstein VS Rorschach}

Among the history, “Frank”

and “Rorschach” have never been on

the same page, they hated each other,

“Rorschach” sees that “Frank” and

his brothers, are bringing troubles to

him and his family, “Frank” have

always been the main subject,

although his age, and used to envy

“Rorschach” for what he has, a

family and some people who care

about him…or so he believe…

Their fights reached to blood

sometimes, they never fought in any

place without destroying everything,
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one day “Rorschach” made everyone

in the family think that “Frank”

forced him pay money to some people

to let them go, while actually

“Frank” did his best to avoid paying

cash…or as few as possible in a fight

that “Rorschach” started from the

beginning, and HE was the one who

asked for “Frank`s” interference, and

told “Bane to call “Frank”…without

“Frank” that time, both “Rorschach”

and “Bane” could have died…”Bane”

was alive that time…

And other fights, most because of

“Frank`s” brothers, he used to curse

them, and “Frank” used to beat him

hard because of that, as to
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“Rorschach” everything was smooth

until “Frank” showed up and joined

“Evolution”…”Rorschach” used to

envy “Frank” too, as “Rorschach”

wanted to be tough like “Frank” and

his brothers, as his body was weak

and can`t hold much beating or bear

much pain, to him “Frank” was a

Monster, in size and actions, he

wasn`t that smart like “Frank”…that

doesn`t mean that he was clean,

however, “Frank” thought of getting

rid of him, but he couldn`t break

“Dr. Frank`s” orders to him, to take

care of his cousin, because he was an

“Isaac” too…”Frank” had to stand

down…
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“Frank” have never been good

with groups, or teams, he have been

on his own, with no friends,

doubting everything and everyone,

that`s why he couldn`t be a friend to

“Rorschach”, or even a good man

with “Quinn`s” friends, or “S.O.M.`s”

friends, or even his own friends,

present, past, or future ones…he just

must be ALONE…as a newly friend of

his has told him…
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{Mind Games}

In the early morning of July

20th 2015, the “Comedian” sent a

video to “Frank” and “Rorschach” of

a burning body, with a message: “Say

hi to Bane HAHAHA”, which made

both men rush to the cemetery and

check his grave, and the “Comedian”
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was right, the body wasn`t there, and

the casket was broken, and an evil

Smiley face was carved on the casket,

there was [Frank, Rorschach and his

father, Dr. Frank]…They all agreed on

telling NO one about that, and the

grave guards were paid to stay

silent…”Dr. Frank” gave orders to

“Evolution” to DO something…

“Frank” asked “Paige” to help

him to catch or kill the “Comedian”,

but she cleared things up for him,

“Comedian” was a lunatic ghost, he

can`t be caught, he strikes like

Thunder and disappears like Smoke,

wanted in a lot of countries, and his

existence is doubted by a lot of
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people, They think that he`s just an

idea and that the “MI6” was

planning and manufacturing his

existence to make everyone, and every

agency around the world to be

careful to what they say and do,

especially the “SVR RF[15]”…Always

using different ways of

communication with his men, who

were not the same in each country,

and when he`s done, he used to kill

them, or make them kill each other,

leaving no trace, “Frank” asked

“Paige”: “Then? Shall I wait him to

kill me?”…She said: “ Not exactly,

wait for his next call, or message, and

we`ll see what he`ll tell you, and

make a move according to it”…During
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that time, a package arrived to

“Frank`s” home, a present box, with a

card written in it: “Hello,

brother”…the box had “Victor`s” skull

mask, dirty and shit, but it was a

shock to “Frank”…as no one knew

about that, but his cousin

“Rorschach”, “Ivy” and “Deadshot”…

3 days later, “Rorschach`s” wife

received pictures of her at work, of

her husband and their son in school

and club, and pictures of her parents

too, in singles or while they were

together in a lot of places, with the

same evil Smiley face in an envelope,

forcing “Rorschach” to hand “Frank”

the data he gathered, and telling him
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that he`s out, and won`t involve

himself anymore, meaning that

“Rorschach” was DONE…

{The Comedian`s Disappearance}

On July 29th 2015…all that

time, “Comedian” didn`t contact

“Frank” except once, making fun of

him, else, not even once, “Paige”

called “Frank” and told him to go

and meet her in their safe house in

“Ras Seddr”…somewhere on the Red

Sea, she was there with some guys,

her friends, she showed “Frank”

equipment he have never thought

that they exist, one of them was a
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signal hacker…Hacking radio stations

of anyone even cops, getting any new

signal or surrounding ones in

minutes, and locating them too, she

used it and tracked some of the

“Comedian`s” men and knew where

they made camp, and told

“Frank”…There were 3 more men

with “Paige” [Copperhead, Azazel,

and Cain], with “Frank”, they

became 5 men to take down the

“Comedian`s” crew, they were 10 men

in an abandoned store in “Sinai`s”

desert…
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“Copperhead”…an assassin who

knows how to kill in silent way,

without attracting attention, without

a trace or mistakes…

“Azazel”…Powerhouse,

weapon-devil, knows everything

about weapons, and how to make

from anything a gun…ANYTHING…

“Cain”…Computer genius, and

hacker, used to work for a lot of

agencies around the world, lately,

used to work with “Bishop” as he

pays better than any government

agency…
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A crew “Ivy” chose them to help

“Frank”, she trusted them, and

“Frank” trusted her…

{WAR # 11}

The operation was HARD, the

“Comedian`s” men were on their

guard, 3 entrances, with 2 men on

each, 1 on the roof, and the others

were inside, as if they were preparing

for some kind of a Siege…”Cain”

could detect their places from their

wireless-devices they were using, that

“Cain” could disrupt their

devices…”Frank`s” crew had to move

fast, “Frank” shot the guy on the roof
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top, with a sniper rifle, easy to use,

opening the 3 entrances for “Paige”,

“Copperhead”, and “Azazel” to take

down the men on the entrances, they

made it, all took 1 minute and 20

seconds, as “Cain” said, the other

men inside, “Paige” thought of

catching 1 or 2 of them to know

where`s their boss, agreed by the crew,

one smoke grenade was enough to

catch them all alive…

After some talk, “Paige” made

sure that they know nothing about

their boss, for real, but they told her

about why he disappeared all that

time…He was said to be in

“USA”…trying to steel something
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special, to help him catch anyone,

what it was, they didn`t know, but

“Cain” knew, or at least took a guess,

and it was right later, the “USA” was

working on a piece of technology to

help them catch terrorists and

criminals all over the world, in

minutes instead of decades, looks like

“Comedian” wants it or got ordered to

get it, it was completely a higher level

than “Frank”, so “Paige” told him to

stand down, and wait…In return

“Frank” gave her the info that

“Rorschach” gave him, as a try to

throw some weight off his

head…”Paige” travelled to “USA” to

dig behind “Comedian” in July 30th

2015, leaving her crew to watch
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“Frank”, Totally, even his phone

number, e-mail, Facebook, BBM,

everything that might be used by the

“Comedian” to reach “Frank”…

{The Comedian`s Identity}

After 5 days, on August 5th

2015, “Ivy” called “Frank” again and

told him some info about the

“Comedian”, his name was “Edward

Shaw”, a 52 year old former agent in

the “MI6”, brother of the “Goblin”,

whose name was “Charles Shaw”, the

one that “Frank” killed before, or so

was said, “Edward” was a very
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powerful man, Can do anything to

anyone at any time…anywhere…

The English government saw

that he must be in control, and

watched, but that wasn`t possible,

that guy was a ghost, By his power

and intelligence thought that he can

disappear and show up whenever he

wanted, using his new name,

“Comedian”, his brother and him

were not close, “Edward” knows that

his bro wasn`t a good guy, and that

he was mentally sick, so, he used

some help to vanish himself and his

bro from existence…using their third

brother`s help, but he was covered

well, “Ivy” couldn`t know who their
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third bro was, but she said that he

must be “MI6” or an army member…

“Edward” never liked to have

special men on his side, in case they

got caught, he`ll be in trouble, so he

used to hire men everywhere he went

to, and get rid of them later, smart

enough to hide his face behind a

Smiley face mask, and a nick name,

besides that he already knows about

10 languages, perfectly, making him

too hard to realize his

nationality…”Edward`s” last

operation, or appearance, was in

2007, in “China”, ever since, he

disappeared until 2015, to take his

brother`s revenge from the crew who
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took his brother out…headed by

“Frank”, But he started with the

possible obstacles…”Braga” &

“Blake”…

“Ivy” got these info from the

international criminal data base in

“USA”…”Paige” got it for her, showing

“Frank” what kind of trouble he fall

into…”Frank” asked “Ivy” about

“Edward`s” relation to his brother,

“The Joker”, but she couldn`t find

any past records mentioning “Joker”…
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{Bishop`s offer}

“Bishop” shocked “Frank”

with a special call, offering him a

special help to get the “Comedian”,

“Frank” replied “I saw what

happened to your men…How will you

help?”, “Bishop” answered “Let me

get this straight to you boy…I lost too

much men because of that pig, “The

Shadow”, and a lot of business got

damaged, I won`t lose any other man

of mine, and you, you killed that

“Shadow”, you will find way to kill

that one too, especially when your

head and everyone`s head is in

danger, everyone you love”…”Frank”
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asked for the proposition, “Bishop”

said “I got a piece of technology lately

from them[16], they borrowed it

officially from “USA”…We`ll use it to

find “Edward”…and you will kill

him with “Ivy” & “Deadshot”

only…no more men…I`m giving you an

opportunity to hunt him, instead of

being the hunted”, “Frank” replied

“Why shall I do that or listen to you?

I can wait him, and he`ll show up to

me one day”…”Bishop” laughed and

said “How`s that working with you?

How`s your cousin “Venom”? or

“Rorschach`s” wife? How about the

dead body of your cousin

“Bane”…How`s your shoulder from

that bullet? Of course besides to your
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friend who`s in the ground now, It

doesn`t seem that you`re in control of

the situation, besides, where`s the

“Green Goo”?” “Frank” didn`t answer,

“Bishop” continued “You got 3 days

until we use the machine and find

“Edward”, later on, don`t blame me

of what`s gonna happen to you, or to

any of your beloved family or

friends, I give you “Edward”, you give

me the “Green Goo””…The only thing

that made “Frank” relax was that he

became sure the “Comedian” isn`t

“Shawn”, as he had his fears and the

existence of a rotten dead body in

“Joker`s” casket, wasn`t enough prove

that the dead body belongs to
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“Joker”…his brother…The offer was

accepted…

On August 9th 2015, the

“Comedian” sent “Frank” again…and

told “Frank” that he came back to

finish the Job and kill him, “Frank”

told him “You asked for the info

“Rorschach” gathered, I got them, I`ll

give them to you, and every important

info you don`t know, and myself on

them, in return of leaving

“Rorschach””…the “Comedian”

laughed…”Frank” wrote to him his

name, “Edward”, making him accept

to meet him in person…
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{The Deal}

“Frank” went to the place

“Edward” told him, in order to reach

to an agreement of some sort, “Frank”

was there, but he wasn`t alone, he got

“Paige`s” crew with him, unseen,

“Frank” wanted to give “Edward” the

“Green Goo”, he did so, and told him

“This will make you famous” he

didn`t know what it was, “Bishop`s”

men were on their way, “Frank” kept

talking “Your job is to kill me and

my family, it`s like catching rainbow

with gloves, My death is yours too, I

won`t die here alone”…”Edward”

replied “That`s a silly joke from a
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fallen clown, how will you kill me if

you are alone?”…”Frank” told him

that “Bishop`s” men are on the way,

and will kill him, at that moment,

“Paige`s” guys opened fire, and so did

he, but he was alone, as he didn`t

want his men to know his identity as

well, so he went alone, but he got

time to escape, with the “Green Goo”,

but without the information he

wanted, anyway the data wasn`t the

ones he wanted, “Frank” already gave

it to “Paige”, moments later he

escaped, and “Bishop`s” men

arrived…”Ivy”, “Deadshot” and

“Paige”…”Frank” dealt with the

others [Copperhead, Azazel, and

Cain] on saying that “Edward”
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shocked them with a fast attack, took

the package, after seeing the others,

he escaped fast, it was convincing to

“Paige” & “Deadshot”, but not to

“Ivy” who knows “Frank” well…of

course, “Bishop” was in rage, he lost

everything, that wasn`t good for him,

“Frank`s” plan was giving “Edward”

what “Bishop” wanted, and

“Edward” want “Frank`s” head, so,

“Bishop” will keep “Frank” safe,

until then, “Frank” may find a way

to kill “Edward”, by himself or using

someone`s help, and throwing that

green jar away from him, and it will

be “Bishop`s” responsibility to get

it…not “Frank`s”…one day later, he

told “Ivy” the plan…”Ivy” told
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“Frank” that they can trust

“Deadshot” & “Paige” about the plan,

they were told by her later…”Frank”

& “Ivy” dealt on something to be told

to “Bishop” by “Ivy”…she told

“Bishop” what “Frank” told her that

night he met the

“Comedian”…”Frank” was useless to

“Bishop” but he still need him to be

a bait for

“Comedian”…”Edward”…but

“Comedian” wasn`t that stupid, he

disappeared again, giving “Frank”

some time, “Ivy” was ordered by

“Bishop” to take care of business in

“Egypt”, she became an important

member now, not just one of the men,

that was great for “Frank”…ever since,
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“Paige” started to get close to

“Frank”…But not for long…

On August 11th 2015, the

“Comedian” called “Frank” again,

shocking, too early, but he asked for

the info “Frank” has, again, in a

warehouse on board…”Frank” called

“Ivy” and told her what happened,

she was surprised by that, but she

told “Frank” to go, she prepared the

crew and followed him, “Cain”

added a little camera and an ear-

piece to “Frank`s” mask, besides to the

detective vision…Once “Frank”

reached there, he was called by

“Edward” and he told him to use

another ear-piece to be in contact
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with him, once “Frank” entered the

door was shut behind him, and the

tricks started, “Edward” put “Frank”

in a tangle, “Frank” had to go with

the tricks, to get out of there…The first

trick was a pond of water with

electricity, no way to go through it, or

around it, only a wire tight well over

the water, “Frank” had to hang on it,

and reach the other side and turn the

power off the room…it happened,

hardly, in the water, there was a key

for a closed door, “Edward” told

“Frank” to use it to open the closed

door, done, on the other side there

was a surprise, railways used in

“Dream park” or places like that,

with trains on them…one of these
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trains was posted one the door

“Frank” came from, it ran towards

him, he found a time to get away

from its way and the train crashed

the door and the wall destroyed to the

other side, the 2 more trains on the

other railways, and they started

throwing flares and fireworks

horizontally, “Frank” fall on the

ground, but some flares fall on

“Frank” causing some burns…later,

“Comedian” talked to “Frank” and

told him to go through another

door…there was another surprise for

“Frank”, every door he opens it get

closed behind him, without an

ability to be opened, the other door

was up stairs, behind the door once it
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was opened an automatic machine

gun shot at the door, the door itself

saved “Frank” from being shot, but he

had to find a way through that door,

using the detective vision, “Frank”

could see the electrical system

controlling the gun, “Cain” told

“Frank” what to do to break the

codes, and cutting some wires helped,

the gun was deactivated and “Frank”

made his way though, to the last

trick, huge bombs triggered with

strings, sensitively loose, any touch

was gonna pull a string and an

explosion would have happened,

with a surprise, a “Dodge

Challenger”, posted on a brittle part

of the wall, easy to be penetrated by a
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human shoulder, “Comedian” talked

to “Frank” and told him “What do

you think of my bombs? Looks pretty

and glorious, isn`t it?”…”Frank”

couldn`t talk, “Comedian” continued

“The car keys are somewhere in the

chamber, find it before the timer goes

off”, the bombs were also connected

with a timer, which started once

“Comedian” stopped talking and a

screen showed a clock ticking…The

detective vision in “Frank`s” mask

was programmed by “Cain” to find

car keys, which are special than any

other metals, program`s search and

“Frank`s” careful looking, could find

the key in 3 minutes, and the timer

was set on 5 minutes, the choice was,
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wait for death or jump to it, “Frank”

chose to take his chances and jump

with the car, it happened, using the

car in the jump, with the worse

accident ever…the bombs exploded,

“Ivy” and “Paige” pulled “Frank” out

of the car, which was on its roof

already, with 7 broken ribs, a

reversed direction to his knee,

cracked arms, plus to some dislocated

cartilages and shoulder…Besides to

the burns in his body…one of

the ”Comedian`s” men got his info

from inside the place earlier, during

the time “Frank” was passing the

tricks, “Frank`s” friends didn`t see or

notice anyone, because they were very

busy with “Frank”, as no one of
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them, even “Ivy”, ever saw anything

like that or met anyone like

“Edward”, the “Comedian”…”Ivy”

managed to return back his

dislocated cartilages, shoulder and

knee, but the burns and scars were

fixed some another way, a small

chamber “Ivy” uses for her wounds,

with water vapor and something else

with it, could in 10 minutes heal all

the burns and scars in “Frank`s”

body, but still the bones need more

time…”Paige” looked so worried…
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{Paige`s Knight}

By time, “Frank” started to get

attracted to “Paige”, and so did she,

that 25 year old girl who got no

known family and no friends except

“Ivy”, she liked, loved, the Monster

“Frankenstein”, she tried with him a

lot, and he wanted her, but their

situations and positions weren`t

stable, as anyone of them was exposed

to death, and “Frank” had some

issues with love…Since “S.O.M.”,

“Quinn”, and the “Angel”…he started

to feel that he was rejected by

everyone, and who gets close, just die,

he loved “Paige”, and she deserved a
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better life, she wasn`t like “Ivy”, she

was normal, 5.5 ft. tall and about

130 lb. with a fitness body, her body

wasn`t like “Ivy`s”…but she was tough

too, with all that attraction and love,

“Frank” always got something that

stops him, the normal life,

represented in a girl “Dr. Frank” told

him to hunt, because her dad was

thought to be someone important for

“Frank`s” future…but he liked her,

somehow, he liked her mind and

manners, a normal human being,

pure of “Frank`s” dirt, just like

“S.O.M.”, “Quinn” & “Angel”, the

difference was “S.O.M.” used and kept

using “Frank”, “Quinn” wanted

“Frank” to keep being a monster, and
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he didn`t want that, because his

power & evil can`t be controlled or

stopped by her passion, he saw that

he can`t hang on with a girl like

“Paige” too…She`s propagating much,

no stability and always in danger,

totally different life, and “Frank”

wanted someone to quit for, to give

him a reason to live, he didn`t know

if that girl “Dr. Frank” told him to

hunt, was the one who can pull him

away of all of that, or she`s just like

the others, because she can`t use him

in studies, and he intended not to tell

her about his life…pure acceptance or

pure rejection, after “Paige” knew

that she can`t be with “Frank”, she

was sad, but kept being with
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him…and kept her love for him in

her heart, and “Frank” kept looking

up to that girl he was ordered to

hunt, as he wanted a chance with

her, her name was “Y.M.”…

{Jonathan Shaw}

On September 2nd 2015,

“Edward Shaw” was discovered dead

in “South Africa”, looks to be a

drowned man, with no face to

recognize, and the “DNA” analysis

revealed that he`s…nobody…It was

“Bishop`s” man, “Croc”, he knew

“Edward`s” location, after a long gang

chase around the world, between
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“Edward” and “Croc”, who was

getting strong by time, but the trouble

was that he sold the “Green Goo” to

some Americans, as he told “Croc”

when he was caught, but he refused

to tell “Croc” who they were, until he

died of beating…Later, it was

discovered that he was lying, he gave

it to his big-bad-brother,

“Jonathan”, who decided to hunt

them all for his brother, “Edward”…

“Jonathan Shaw”…A 58 year

old man, a former British military

officer, got a lot of relations in the

British army & the “MI6”…The tool

that “Bishop” used to find “Edward”

with, returned back to “USA” after
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the first failure in “Egypt” to punish

“Bishop”, but he did the job and

caught “Edward”…But “Edward” died

before he tells “Croc” where`s the

“Green Goo” or who did he sell it to,

“Jonathan” knew about it, as he was

in service when it was stolen from

“England” in 1997, and he was with

others looking for “Frankenstein”,

until “Edward” brought it to him

and told him where he got it

from…”Jonathan`s” investigations

started from that moment, he left his

bro, and went to “Egypt” as a tourist,

looking for “Frank”, it didn`t take too

long, unknowing that the real robber

died, “Jonathan” found “Frank” and

caught him, “Frank” didn`t
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understand or knew “Jonathan”,

“Jonathan” realized that “Frank”

was too young, and from his ID he

could know that he was 3 years old

when the job happened in 1997, but

they talked, “Frank” told him

everything he needs, since “Victor”

and until his brothers, “Goblin” then

“Comedian”, “Jonathan” wasn`t

touched by “Goblin`s” death, as if he

thanked “God” for his death, as

“Goblin” was a half-brother to

“Jonathan” & “Edward”, for some

reason “Jonathan”, the big bro,

didn`t like “Goblin”, “Charles

Shaw”, he knew that criminality was

in his blood, and “Jonathan”

thought that he corrupted his own
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brother`s mind, “Edward”, and made

him insane like him…”Frank” asked

“Jonathan”: “When you find

“Bishop”, what are you gonna do

with him?”…”Jonathan” answered

“What he deserves”, creating a new

villain to “Bishop”, a harder one

than “Edward”…

{WAR # 12}

“Ivy`s” guys were watching

“Frank” all that time, and listening

too, as “Cain” put a transmitter and a

tiny microphone in his phone and

watch, so, “Ivy” knew about that

meet, and what was said, “Jonathan”
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didn`t tell “Frank” his name or who

he was, all he said was that he and

“Edward” were brothers, so “Frank”

wanted to have a step on “Shaw”,

“Jonathan”, so he asked “Ivy” to tell

him everything about “Shaw”,

“Shaw” gave “Frank” a phone to call

him when a job is about to happen,

“Ivy” wanted to start war, so, she had

a simple delivery of weapons, in

guitar boxes, she used that, and asked

“Frank” to call “Shaw” and tell him

about the job, and its location, and

when it would take place, and that

an important member of the mob[17]

will be there, “Frank” felt worried

about her, but she told him to trust

her…He did what she said exactly,
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“Shaw” wasn`t late, he arrived with

some of his own boys, former soldiers

who ended their time in military

service, and volunteered to serve their

country, they were “Shaw`s” crew, of

7 or 8 men, “Ivy” wasn`t there, but

one of her crew was there, and took a

picture of “Shaw`s” face and sent it to

“Ivy”, “Croc” was there, to make sure

everything works well, feeling

victorious that he`s the one who

killed the “Comedian”, then the

attack happened, 2 teams shooting at

each other, but “Croc” shocked

everyone with 2 guitar boxes in his

hands, and launching a heavy

shooting from the guitars arms, like

they were machine gun cannons or
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so, that move ended the struggle with

3 deaths on “Shaw`s” side, and about

5 on “Croc`s” side, and several

injuries, “Frank” was watching

everything, he didn`t know that “Ivy”

was talking about “Croc”, he thought

that she was talking about

herself…one of “Croc`s” men fall

injured in the leg, and they had no

chance to get him, so “Croc” and his

men left him behind, “Shaw” took

him…

On September 10th 2015,

“Frank” called “Shaw” and told him

“How`s that hit Shaw?”…”Shaw”

didn`t answer, he was shocked, as

“Ivy” could gather information about
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“Shaw” from his picture she had,

“Frank” continued “I can introduce

you to someone from inside, who

wanna help to get rid of

Bishop”…”Frank” was talking about

“Copperhead” & “Deadshot”, as

“Frank” & “Ivy” got a plan to attract

“Shaw” to their side with his

resources and power, as “Ivy” and her

crew were not the best in the mob,

“Ivy” was watched by the

“Community” and “Bishop”, while

the others weren`t, and neither was

“Frank”, he was watched by “Paige”,

one of the crew, a friend, not a

foe…The plan was, to show that guy,

“Shaw”, that “Bishop`s” men are

dangerous and many, and only 8
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men weren`t enough, and direct

attack was a bad idea, and that he

needs men from inside, men like

“Ivy” and her crew, to pave the way

for him, as “Bishop” was

untouchable, forcing “Shaw” to

accept working with them, because

the English government refused the

operation, so he was working by

himself, no backup for him, or

someone to watch his back, so, in

order to have his revenge for his bro

& for his dead men, he had to work

with “Frank” & “Ivy”…

“Ivy`s” deal was…She`ll help

“Shaw” to catch or kill “Bishop”, in

return, the “Green Goo`s” case will
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stay in the dark, with no suspects,

nobody to be blamed, and offering

protection for her and her crew from

the “Community”, the protection

included “Frank” too, “Shaw” didn`t

have to trust her, or her men, but he

lost 3 of his brave boys, and others

were injured, and soon his cover will

be blown, because the info “Ivy” got

about him, was too easy for “Bishop”

to get, and “Shaw” got a family in

“England”…so, he had to agree to her

terms…Good plan by “Ivy”…
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{WAR # 13}

Temporary “Croc” thought that

the attack on him was by the

“Penguin`s” men, So, he was enough

and asked “Bishop” to stay in “Egypt”

to take them down himself, “Bishop”

agreed, “Frank” knew through

“Paige”, and she already warned

“Penguin`s” men…“Frank” told

“Shaw” about that upcoming fight,

“Penguin`s” men were the bait, to

trap “Croc”, and it succeeded, as

“Croc” thought that he was going to

shock them by his attack, but he was

waited, after a long fight, “Croc” fall

in “Shaw`s” hands…”Croc” didn`t
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know him, and “Shaw” didn`t talk,

he shot “Croc” dead…Later, “Shaw”

wrote a report to the English army

officials, telling them that he caught

the “Green Goo`s” robber, and that he

killed him too, he took advantage of

the situation, and said that “Croc”

was “Frankenstein” they were looking

for all these years, and sent them all

the info he had from “Ivy” as

confessions from “Croc”, and all

about “Bishop”, avoided mentioning

the “Community”, as they were really

untouchable, and he wanted praise,

not a clash with the “Community”

families, Just “Bishop” as an

international criminal, without

talking about “Ivy” or her crew, or
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even their help, so that nobody will

doubt “Shaw”, the English pride,

giving reasons for “Croc`s” death that

he tried to escape, so he had to shoot

him, and as long as nobody knows

“Croc”, no family or friends and no

files at all, it was easy to prove that

“Croc” was “Frankenstein”, besides to

“Shaw`s” position in the army, puts

him as a trusted person, so no one

will dig behind him, or his

reports…On September 15th 2015,

“Bishop” was a public wanted thug,

and soon, all his special men in

“England” became wanted people too,

with known faces, ever since,

“Bishop” lost contact with the

“Community”…They sold him, they
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had to, “Bishop” went on the run,

and “Ivy” disappeared with her crew

for some time, as “Shaw” told

them…”Penguin`s” men shattered,

and some of them thought that they

can blackmail “Shaw”, The English

Interpol in “Morocco” caught some of

them, and they became wanted too, as

member of “Bishop`s” clan…The

“Green Goo” returned back to the

English army, secretly, and “Victor”

completely disappeared from the

picture…That time, “Frank” executed

his brother`s [gun, ring, black skull

mask] in a try to hide evidence that

“Victor” was “Frankenstein”, because

he was seen in “England” this year

he stole the “Green Goo”, with the
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ring in his finger by cameras in

“London” airport…So, it was a way to

keep things the way “Shaw”

planned…

{The Last Deal}

Days later, “Shaw” called

“Frank”, and asked for a meeting in

a public place, “Shaw” thanked

“Frank” for all what he did to help

him to catch “Bishop” and end his

crusade, plus returning back the

“Green Goo” to the right hands, as he

claimed…But “Frank” said “You

didn`t catch Bishop yet, don`t be so

happy by exposing him, I want you to
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do me a favor”…”Shaw” said “I`m all

ears” smiling, “Frank” said “I want

real identities, passports and jobs

with you for Ivy and her

crew”…”Shaw” said “What are you

talking about? Impossible”, “Frank”

continued “I gave you what you have

never thought of finding, and Ivy gave

you Bishop, they deserve a better life

now, and that`s all I ask”…”Shaw”

refused, here came “Frank`s” threat

“Ok then, I`ll tell the whole world

that you have been lying, and a

corrupted army officer, by telling the

world that, I Frankenstein, and I can

also prove that I am Victor not Mark,

with documents, blowing off your

work, and also proving that Bishop is
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an innocent man too, later, you and I

knows, you`ll rotten in

prison”…”Shaw” was surprised with

what he was hearing, but couldn`t

answer with anything that time

except “I`ll see what I can do for

them”…”Frank” told “Shaw” to hand

him the passports and “Frank” will

give them to “Ivy” and the others…

5 days later, a package arrived

to “Frank`s” home, the passports, and

an official letter to invite them to

work for the secret service, singed by

“Shaw” and other military and

government members and the Minister

of Defense himself, plus to bank

accounts with a lot of money for
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them, to start over, for each one of the

crew, “Paige” was in continuous

contact with “Frank”, he told her

about the package and told her to

give it to “Ivy”, inside it, there was a

letter to “Ivy” from “Frank” telling

her what happened, “Paige” didn`t

ask what`s inside the package, she

wasn`t used to ask…They were very

happy with what they saw and read,

but “Ivy” felt grateful, and that she

owes “Frank” something, maybe her

life, because she saw how “Frank”

was going to risk everything, and

putting his future on the line for her

and her teammates, they all travelled

using their legal passports to

“London”, home for “Ivy”,
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“Deadshot”, and “Copperhead”, went

there to work with “Shaw”, who was

told to return back to service after he

retired of the army work, at least

until “Bishop” get arrested, the MI6

service of course, as many “English”

officials dream of…”Ivy” saved

“Frank`s” life before, Now, he gave

her one…
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{Farewell Evolution}

On October 1st 2015…There was

an early & urgent family meeting, to

discuss what happened in the past

months, where everyone make his

confessions, to “Dr. Frank” and his

elder sister, everyone was expecting

“Evolution” to declare the disasters of

the past months of the year, and

“Rorschach`s” retirement, or a

probable retirement of “Evolution”…

When “Frank” had something

to say, he cut a promise, that no one

of the family will ever be in danger

again, and that he`s no longer
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“Frankenstein”, and that he`s out of

street business once and for all this

time…Although everyone was

surprised and amazed by “Frank`s”

determination this time, but everyone

was happy with what they were

hearing…Summer was over, but they

were in “Sharm El-Sheik” after the

meeting was over, “Frank” asked for a

ride alone for some time…”Venom”

was looking at him, and looked at

her husband and said “You can`t kill

what won`t die”…”Rorschach”

followed “Frank” in his car, and

stopped side by side with him on a

cross-roads red light traffic,

“Rorschach” said “Hey, you think

you can leave without saying good
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bye to me fool?”, he was joking,

“Frank” looked at him and smiled,

there was a quarter mile or a little

bit more to the end of the road, the

good bye “Rorschach” meant was one

last race…At the end, “Rorschach” &

“Frank” shook hands and “Frank”

told him the advice he have always

wanted to hear “The most important

thing in life and will always be, the

family, your family, hold on to

them…We have been living our life a

quarter mile at a time, I think that`s

the only thing that made us brothers,

you, me, and Bane”…”Rorschach”

replied “No matter what you do, or

where you go, or whoever you hurt,

you and Bane have always been my
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brothers and will always be, and

wherever I go whether a quarter mile

away, or half way across the world,

you`ll always be with me and you`ll

always be my brother, Frankenstein,

or shall I say Markenstein?”…”Mark”

smiled, and both men drove in

separate ways, one who got a family

to take care of…and the other had a

life to build, as “Markenstein” the

Human, not as “Frankenstein” the

Monster, ending the myth of

“Evolution” and its “Monster from

Hell”…FOREVER…
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{Meanings of some expresions}

1) British Intelligence

2) Rothschild, Rockefeller, &

Morgan families

3) Common criminals, and

regular thugs who do things in

exchange of 200 LE or drugs

4) Shooting while driving, a

driver and another guy as a

shooter

5) American Intelligence

6) The Joker [fictional character

in comics] had a girlfriend her

name was Harley Quinn

7) Dead or Alive

8) Imprisoned
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9) Shooting

10) Good Bye

11) Crying

12) The FSO Polonez 1978

13)

Shadow`s car

Frank`s car Shadow

14) Green Goo

15) Russian Intelligence

16) Community

17) Mafia

18) Drug Enforcement

Administration


